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Abstract

This article investigates the role of Mass Media as a bottom-up way of
communicating dispersed information from citizens to incumbent. Cit-
izens transmit useful information thanks to the newspapers they buy
and read. However these newspapers are produced by a third party (a
Media Tycoon) that has his own incentives. In particular the Media
Tycoon has to decide whether to produce a newspaper that allows the
citizens to participate to the public debate (Broadsheet) or does not
(Tabloid). Given the fact that this instrument can be bought but not
directly produced by the citizens, there exists a tension between the
bene�t of using a newspaper to express citizens�views and the possi-
bility that this newspaper can be actually produced. Results show that
producing a Broadsheet always improves the quality of policy decision
making on part of the incumbent. A notable result is that in order to
enhance the quality of the public decision making it is better to have
any Broadsheet than not having one, whatever is the public stance the
newspaper takes about the issue at stake. In this article I assume that
there is one group of citizens which is interested into having the optimal
policy adopted, i.e. the Middle Class and �rst I assume the Middle Class
citizens are the only one who read newspaper. Subsequently I analyse
how the results change when citizens from the other classes read news-
paper as well. I show how the �partisan readers�, committed to buy the
Broadsheet supporting the policy they prefer, can ease the production
of the Broadsheet. In this case the existence of partisanship and of ide-
ological readers make the implementation of optimal policy easier, not
harder, contrary to conventional wisdom.
JEL code: D72, D73, P16
Keywords: Mass Media, Implicit Incentives, Political Economy
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1 Introduction

In the literature about the political economy of mass media, the media has
been modelled as an institution having either a supervisory role (Besley and
Prat 2006) or acting as a megaphone of the (incumbent) politician ((Stromberg
2004a), (Stromberg 2004b)). However, the media might act also as an institu-
tional device reporting useful information to the (incumbent) politician that
he might not be aware of, information that the incumbent �nds useful when
he has to decide on the policy to implement. In fact citizens, in their day
to day activities, receive information on the state of the world. Furthermore,
some of those citizens might have their preferences that depend on the state
of the world and on the information they receive on the state of the world
itself. They might be willing to communicate this information and their pref-
erences on the policy to be implemented through their actions, in order to
in�uence the policy to be adopted. However, such an action might be: i)
(very) costly; ii) subject to a public good dimension; iii) subject to a coor-
dination problem/failure. A route to escape all these three potential failures
is to model the role of mass media as a sort of intermediary in the commu-
nication between citizens and incumbent politician. Moreover, I consider the
consumption of mass media itself as a way to overcome the problems of pub-
lic good and coordination failure between agents. In a way the entire society
relies on a (sub-)set of citizens who enjoy reading about politics and partici-
pating on the political debate and who are willing to do so also because their
utility depends on the adopted policy. In turn this policy will be the more
e¢ cient the better is the communication between citizens and the incumbent
as mediated through mass media.

This article aims at investigating this feature of the media which has not
been highlighted by the existing literature. In particular the literature has
not considered the role of mass media as a bottom-up way of communicating
dispersed information from citizens to the incumbent and has not considered
the fact that some of the citizens might enjoy �consuming�politics as others
enjoy �consuming� football or arts/literature/cinema. For the sake of con-
creteness in the following discussion I model the media as being newspapers
but the model can be extended to consider the role of other media as well.

Given the fact that the Mass Media can be bought but not directly pro-
duced by the citizens, there exists a tension between the bene�t of using a
newspaper to express citizens�views and the possibility that this newspaper
can actually be produced. I distinguish two possible newsapers that can be
produced: Tabloid and Broadsheet, where the former is an uninformative
newspaper, while the latter is informative on the state of the world and en-
dorse the implementation of a policy option, of the two available, on part of
the incumbent politician. One of these two policy options is optimal, given
the state of the world, while the other is not. Results show that the produc-
tion, and the successive consumption of a Broadsheet, always improves the
quality of the policy implementation. Quite interestingly this results of e¢ -
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ciency does not rely on the production of the Broadsheet supporting the right
policy option, but on any Broadsheet being produced, instead of a Tabloid.

In this article I �rst assume that there is just one group of citizens who
read newspapers, the Middle Class citizens. Subsequently I analyse how the
results change when citizens from the other classes read newspaper as well and
they choose between the Broadsheet supporting their views or the Tabloid.
Interestingly, results show that the presence of �partisan reader�can make the
implementation of optimal policy easier, not harder, contrary to conventional
wisdom. Furthermore, in a more polarized society, where the Middle Class
shrinks and Poor and/or Rich individuals grow in number, as long as there is
a large fraction of partisan readers, a smaller Middle Class can still have the
role in the public opinion to transmit useful information to the Incumbent,
necessary to implement optimal policy. Finally, there exists a non-empty set
of parameters such that if a Broadsheet newspaper is produced, the policy
that newspaper supports is implemented more often than the alternative pol-
icy, for any state of the world. In such a space of parameters the existence
of partisan readers has two roles: i) it allows the preferred policy to be im-
plemented more than if informative newspapers did not exist; ii) it makes it
easier for a Broadsheet newspaper to be produced and therefore it increases
the probability of optimal policy implementation. Again, these result show
that it is not always obvious that a political behaviour which is ideological is
at odds with e¢ ciency in the public policy adoption.

This article draws on the small literature on the role of media as an insti-
tutional player that helps collect and aggregate dispersed information. Most
of the literature ((Besley and Burgess 2001) and (Besley and Burgess 2002))
has dealt with estimating the e¤ectiveness of media in functioning as an insti-
tution which communicates useful information on the state of the world to the
incumbent. However this literature is mostly empirical. (Piketty 1999) sur-
veys most of the literature on aggregating information and on institutions that
have this role. The papers closer to the model in this article are (Lohmann
1993) and (Lohmann 1994). However, in these papers, the citizens inter-
ested in policy who receive information communicate it directly, by voting or
protesting or going on strike. In this article, instead, citizens transmit useful
information thanks to newspapers. However, these newspapers are produced
by a third party (a Media Tycoon) that has his own incentives in deciding
whether to produce a newspaper that allows the citizens to participate in the
public debate (Broadsheet) or does not allow them to do so (Tabloid). This
article focuses on the tensions existing between the optimality of producing
the informative newspaper for the society as a whole and the optimality for
the Media Tycoon.

The structure of the article is the following: the next Section presents the
model; Section 3 solves the model and derives the equilibrium of this strate-
gic situation, presenting also some comparative statics exercises . Section 4
analyses the role of ideological citizens/partisan readers in favouring the op-
timal policy implementation and/or the policy they favour the most. Finally
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Section 5 concludes.

2 The Model

The model I employ builds on a simple two states of the world - two actions
framework.1 There are two states of the world � 2 � � f�; �g randomly
chosen by the Nature with probability Pr(�) = 1

2 and Pr(�) =
1
2 . The In-

cumbent politician has to take a decision a 2 A � fa; ag based on his priors
and on the additional information on the state of the world he receives from
citizens, through newspapers. For the sake of concreteness I interpret these
decisions a 2 A as policy choices that the Incumbent has to implement. Al-
though these policy decisions a¤ect di¤erent groups of citizens in a di¤erent
way (see discussion below), they are deemed to be optimal contingent on the
state of the world in the following sense: given the state of the world �(�),
the optimal policy choice is a(a). One might think that the optimality of
the policy with respect to the state of the world refers to utilitarian welfare:
therefore implementing aj� (or aj�) maximises citizens�aggregate utility. Let
the Incumbent be interested in implementing the optimal policy choice con-
tingent on �. This can be because he enjoys ego rents from having done �the
right thing� or because he is a benevolent social planner whose objective is
to maximise aggregate utility. To model this I make the assumption that the
Incumbent receives a positive utility if he adopts the optimal policy choice:
uI(aj�) = uI(aj�) > 0; otherwise he receives a utility of zero if he �makes a
mistake�, i.e.: uI(aj�) = uI(aj�) = 0.

The polity is made of bN citizens and consists of three groups indexed by
k 2 fP;R;Mg. Group R(ich) has a numerosity of NR = p bN . Group P (oor)
has a numerosity of NP = p bN . Group M(iddle class) has a numerosity of
NM = (1 � p � p) bN . All the citizens belonging to each group have the
same preferences regarding the policy a 2 A to be implemented. However,
citizens in di¤erent groups have di¤erent preferences on that same policy
options a. In particular: citizens in group R always prefer policy a to policy
a regardless of the state of the world; citizens in group P always prefer policy
a to policy a regardless of the state of the world. Finally, citizens belonging to
M maximise their utility when the optimal policy is implemented. Therefore
their policy preferences are aligned with the Incumbent�s ones and they prefer
policy a conditional on the state of the world being �, while they prefer
a conditional on the state of the world being �. Formally, withous loss of
generality, I assume that ui(aj�) = ui(aj�) > 0, for each i 2 M ; instead

1The model I use borrows some elements from Lohmann (1993). However my model on
one hand simpli�es Lohmann�s model by assuming that all the citizens in each group have
the same indirect utility from policy. On the other hand, the model employs a multinomial
(trinomial) distribution function, instead of a binomial, to describe the pdf of the signals
arriving to the citizens. Furthermore it crucial to the model it is the presence of a for-
pro�t-instituional player (Media, i.e. a Newspaper) allowing the citizens to express their
signals/preferences/opinion. In Lohmann�s articles instead, citizens express their views by
means of actions they take directly, although at some cost.
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ui(aj�) = ui(aj�) = 0, for each i 2 M . Regarding the Poor group, instead,
one has that ui(aj�) > 0 = ui(aj�), for each i 2 P and for each � 2 �. Finally,
ui(aj�) > 0 = ui(aj�), for each i 2 R and for each � 2 �.

Thanks to their day-to-day activities (for instance due to their experience
as users of public good/goods publicly supplied; or because they are dissatis-
�ed with their experiences as constituents of a �rst-past-the-post uninominal
system and they want to reform it in a proportional way; or alternatively be-
cause they see from their experience or the experiences of their acquaintances
that �death-taxes�are (not) unjust and they do (not) prevent social mobil-
ity) citizens may receive a signal on the state of the world. In the examples
introduced above the state of the world could be that NHS new foundation
hospitals are (not) working: or the Britain transport system is (not) under-
funded; or proportional representation is (not) the best electoral system to
mobilise citizens towards politics; or inequality in wealth is (not) a threat to
social inequality.

Given a state of the world � there are three possible signals � that each
citizen can receive: in particular: � 2 f�; �; �g. The probability of each
citizen receiving any of the three signals, given the state of the world, is the
following:

Pr
�
� = �j�

�
= q

Pr
�
� = �j�

�
=1� q � q0

Pr
�
� = �j�

�
= q0

Pr (� = �j�) = q0

Pr (� = �j�) = 1� q � q0

Pr (� = �j�) = q

with q 2 (0; 1) and q > q0. Since q + q0 < 1 , then it must be that q0 < 1
2 . In

fact if not, q0 > 1
2 and, given q > q0 > 1

2 , then it would be that q + q
0 > 1

which is impossible.
I assume that all the citizens receive a signal, and these signals are all

i.i.d. However, I �rst focus my attention on the signals received by the M
citizens, who will be shown to be the only ones always interested in truthful
transmission of the signals.

It is easy to show that a citizen observing a private signal �(�) rationally
believes, upon Bayes updating, that the state �(�) is more likely than the
state �(�). On the other hand, upon observing an empty signal �, the citizen
does not learn anything new about the state of the world. This can be proved
in the following Lemma:

Lemma 1 Based on his private information, upon observing a �(�) signal,
the Middle Class citizen believes the state of the world �(�) is more likely than
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�(�). However, when he privately observes the � signal, the citizen learns
nothing.

Proof. To show this, simply apply Bayes�s rule to the individual citizen�s

beliefs. Pr
�
�j�
�
=

Pr(�j�)Pr(�)
Pr(�j�)Pr(�)+Pr(�j�)Pr(�)

=
q 1
2

q 1
2
+q0 1

2

= q
q+q0 . It follows that

Pr
�
�j�
�
> Pr

�
�
�
= 1

2 i¤
q

q+q0 >
1
2 i.e. i¤ q >

1
2(q+q

0). Simple algebra shows

that q > 1
2q+

1
2q
0 i¤ 1

2q >
1
2q
0 i¤ q > q0 which is true given the hypothesis. A

similar conclusion can be reached by showing that Pr (�j�) >Pr (�) = 1
2 i¤

q > q0. Finally Pr
�
�j�
�
=

Pr(�j�)Pr(�)
Pr(�j�)Pr(�)+Pr(�j�)Pr(�)

=
(1�q�q0) 1

2

(1�q�q0) 1
2
+(1�q�q0) 1

2

=

1
2 .
I identify with n�; n�; n� the number ofM citizens receiving (respectively)

signals �; �; �. This means that n�+n�+n� = NM . To economise on notation,
I rewrite NM = N . Finally with i� I indicate the single citizen i 2 M who
has observed the signal � 2 f�; �; �g.

It is necessary to spend a few words now in order to justify my modelling
of signals, their interpretation and their relation with the state of the world
and the implementable policy. For instance let us focus on the state of the
world that says �foundation hospitals are working�(say �). In this case each
citizen might go to a foundation hospital if available and experience a good
treatment (say �) or a bad one (say �) or, as a third option, he might not get
any information on foundation hospitals because they are not available in his
area or because the treatment he has received is similar to what he experienced
in the past from any other non-foundation hospital (�). Therefore if two
di¤erent policies, either of extending foundation hospitals (a) or of scrapping
this policy (a), are being brought forward of the citizen, given his experience,
might want to take part in the debate, taking a stance towards supporting
the extension of this policy or not.

I want to study how citizens take part in this public policy debate when
newspapers are available and they might perform the role of �campaigning
newspaper�on behalf of one of the two sides in a policy debate. Alternatively
the newspapers can choose not to take any stance in the policy debate. If
the newspaper j is a �campaigning newspaper� and takes a position in the
policy debate, then j 2 f�; �g. If the newspaper does not take any stance
in the policy debate, I denote this with j = �:2 If the newspaper carries
on its front page stories coherent with the signal �(�), this means, following
Lemma (1), that the newspaper believes that the state of the world �(�) is
more likely than the alternative one. Of course, given that it regards one of
the two states of the world to be more likely than the other one, the newspaper
campaigns for the optimal policy contingent on the state of the world to be

2Slightly abusing notation, with the same symbol � 2 f�; �; �g I indicate both the
newspaper j 2 f�; �; �g and the signal indicative of the state of the world the newspaper
has printed on its page.
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implemented. I will dub this sort of newspaper a Broadsheet: in this context,
Broadsheets are newspapers campaigning for one of the policies a 2 A and
printing stories explaining the relative merit of one policy over the other.
For instance, in my example about foundation hospitals, if the Broadsheet
takes a stance favourable to the extension of foundation hospitals (�) it will
publish stories about the relative merits of foundation hospitals with respect
to NHS-run-hospitals, actively supporting the option of extending this policy
option.

The other type of newspaper is a Tabloid one, i.e. an uninformative
newspaper which does not take any stance in the policy debate.3 This type of
newspaper prints stories about celebrity gossip, football, and sports in general
or �useful news�(gardening, motor and cars reviews, food recipes, music and
movies reviews, etc.). Consuming them gives some utility to their readers,
but does not allow them to take part in the policy debate at large. In the
terms of my model a Tabloid carries the signal � = �. 4

Let me now de�ne the Middle Class citizen�s utility function as the fol-
lowing:

Ui(l; a; j) = li + ui(aj�) + ui(jj�)

for each j 2 f�; �; �g and for each i 2 M . The function Ui(l; a; j)
isseparable in the following arguments: the income li; the utility the citizen
derives from the implementation of the right policy given the state of the world
i.e. ui(aj�); the utility the citizen obtains from reading the newspaper j, given
the signal he receives � 2 f�; �; �g, i.e. ui(jj�). I make the assumption that
each citizen belonging to the Middle Class has the same income li = l for each
i 2M and this is enough to buy a single copy of the newspaper, if the citizen
wishes to do so. I also assume that each citizen derives the same positive
utility e from reading a newspaper j coherent with the signal he has observed
�. In symbols this means that ui(jj�) = e, for each j 2 f�; �; �g and for each
i 2M group i¤ j = �. Instead ui(jj�) = 0 for each j 2 f�; �; �g and for each
i 2M group i¤ j 6= �.

From the previous discussion it is clear that the action of buying a news-
paper accomplishes two things: �rst, it gives the citizen-reader some utility
coming directly from reading a newspaper re�ecting the reader�s view of the
world; second, it transmits a signal to the incumbent which supplies him with
more information about the state of the world than the incumbent himself
would have had otherwise.

The argument that the citizen belonging to the Middle Class enjoys read-

3An alternative interpretation of this �Tabloid�is the one of a newspaper giving an equal
space to each side of the debate, without taking any strong position in support of either
side.

4Of course I am aware that there exist Tabloids campaigning for some policy issues or
Broadsheet that do not perform any campaigning journalism. However I use the names
"Broadsheet" and "Tabloid" to �x ideas regarding the existing di¤erence between cam-
paigning newspapers and not campaigning ones.
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ing a newspaper coherent with his view of the world assumes implicitly that
he does not hold any bias in favour of one policy or the other before receiving
the signal. However, once he receives it, based on his own private informa-
tion only, he believes that the state of the world coherent with the observed
signal is the most likely.This reading behaviour can be justi�ed thanks to
the literature on self-serving beliefs and self-serving biases5. This literature
has for a long time recognized that people tend to con�rm their own beliefs
and discount, minimise or, even worse, disregard any information opposed
to their beliefs.Once they hold a view on the state of the world and on the
policy more suitable to this state of the world, view they have derived from
the signal they have received, these citizens buy a Broadsheet coherent with
the signal they have received. This might be because these citizens enjoy
reading about politics and taking part (or feeling they are taking part) in the
debate. Although they have received a signal, they might feel they want to
know more. Therefore they desire to read about this and, as a consequence,
support the policy option in whose favour they have received a private signal.

Similarly to Middle Class citizens� utility, one can de�ne Rich citizen�s
utility as the following:

Ui(r; a; j) = ri + ui(aj�) + ui(jj�)

for each j 2 f�; �; �g and for each i 2 R;with ri = r for each i 2 R. Likewise
Poor citizen�s utility is de�ned as:

Ui(m;a; j) = mi + ui(aj�) + ui(jj�)

for each j 2 f�; �; �g and for each i 2 P , with mi = m for each i 2 P .
It is worth repeating that I �rst analyse the strategic situation when only
Middle Class citizens buy the newspaper. Then I extend this analysis to
all the citizens in Section (4). Therefore, in this �rst section, I analyse the
strategic situation as if, although the implemented policy a 2 A a¤ects all the
citizens in each one of the three groups, only Middle Class citizens read the
newspaper.

Finally, I introduce an entrepreneur in the mass media industry i.e. a Me-
dia Tycoon (MT). He has the task of producing a single newspaper j carrying
one of the three possible signals � 2 f�; �; �g. MT�s objective function is to
maximise his expected pro�t coming from newspaper production and selling.
I make the crucial assumption that the MT does not observe any signal.

This can be rationalized because the MT does not take any interest in
the policy the Incumbent will implement, either because he is not a¤ected
by the policy, or because the e¤ect on his utility is negligible, compared with
the pro�t coming from his entrepreneurial activity. Also, it might be that
the newspaper is owned by a public company and, although the e¤ect of the

5For a recent use in economics of idea borrowed from this literature see (S. and A.
2005). For a critical assessment of this literature and its role in recent economic research
see (Glaeser 2004).
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implementable policy on each shareholder is di¤erent depending if they are
Poor, Rich or Middle Class, the weighted sum of the welfare e¤ects is equal
to zero.Another reason why the MT might not observe any signal is that
the MT is a foreigner who does not belong to the polity governed by the
incumbent politician and therefore does not observe any signal coming from
the environment. Or likewise, it might be that the MT (or the journalists
working in the newspaper) observes a plurality of signals but the Bayesian
updating is such that he learns nothing on the state of the world.

Following (Gentzkow and Goldin 2006) I assume that the cost function of
the newspaper production has constant marginal cost and it is the following:

C(yj) = Fj + cjyj

where yj is the number of copies of the newspaper j the MT produces, cj is
the variable cost to produce a copy of the newspaper j and Fj is the �xed cost.
In order not to introduce any asymmetry in the cost function which might
drive the results, to make comparisons straightforward and to highlight the
main determinants of the model, I assume that cj = c for each j 2 f�; �; �g
and Fj = F for each j 2 f�; �; �g. The price of the single newspaper copy is
labeled with pj , for each j 2 f�; �; �g.

Finally I assume that the utility each citizen derives from reading a copy
of the newspaper is common knowledge as is the distribution of signals Mid-
dle Class citizens receive: every player knows this distribution, but does not
know the actual realisation of the signals, apart from the signal he observes,
if any. Knowing citizens�preferences and their utility from reading the news-
paper, MT has to decide which newspaper to produce in order to maximise
his expected pro�t �Ej .

2.1 Timing of the game

At t = 0, Nature chooses at random the state of the world � 2 � � f�; �g;
at t = 1, signals are sent; in t = 2, citizens observe signals and MT produces
a newspaper without knowing any signals about the state of the world and
without knowing citizens�received signals; in t = 3, citizens take the buying
decision regarding the newspaper; in t = 4, the Incumbent observes how many
copies of the produced newspaper have been sold, updates his beliefs on the
state of the world and implements the policy a 2 A � fa; ag accordingly; in
t = 5, the state of the world is revealed and payo¤s accrue to agents.

2.2 Solution concept

The solution concept I employ to solve the model is Perfect Bayesian Equi-
librium where each player chooses his optimal strategy given other players�
equilibrium strategies and equilibrium beliefs and beliefs are derived along
the equilibrium path, whenever possible, given equilibrium strategies.
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3 Solving the Game

I solve the game by backward induction. In t = 5 the state of the world is
revealed and all the players (citizens and Incumbent politician) receive their
payo¤s depending on the policy implemented in t = 4 and on the state of the
world. In t = 4 the Incumbent observes which newspaper has been produced
and how many copies have been sold. Thanks to this information he updates
his beliefs on the state of the world � 2

�
�; �
	
, and implements the policy

which he thinks it is more likely to be optimal. Given the beliefs on �, that is
the ex-post probability of �, which is a function of the number of signals the
Incumbent observes by looking at which and how many copies of newspapers
have been bought, the Incumbent maximises his expected utility according to
the following rule:

Lemma 2 When the two states of the world have the same probability, the
incumbent randomises with any probability between the two policies. When the
two states of the world have di¤erent probabilities, the incumbent implements
with certainty the policy which is more likely to be optimal.

Proof. To prove the Lemma, assume that Pr(�) = � > 0 and Pr(�) =
1� Pr(�) = 1� �. Since uI(aj�) = uI(aj�) = 1 , while uI(aj�) = uI(aj�) = 0
this means that the incumbent taking the strategy a obtains an expected
utility uEI (aj�) = uI(aj�)Pr(�)+uI(aj�)Pr(�) = uI(aj�)� +uI(aj�)(1��) = �.
On the other hand, when he takes the strategy a, the incumbent obtains an
expected utility equal to: uEI (aj�) = uI(aj�)Pr(�)+uI(aj�)Pr(�) = uI(aj�)�+
uI(aj�)(1� �) = 1� �.

Let us de�ne �(a) as the probability that the Incumbent implements the
policy a, while the complementary probability �(a) = 1��(a) is the probabil-
ity that the Incumbent implements the policy a. Therefore ��(a) 2 ArgMaxX
a2A

X
�2�

�(a)uEI (aj�)Pr(�) = �(a)�+ (1� �(a))(1� �). Expanding the previ-

ous expression, one obtains that
X
a2A

X
�2�

�(a)uEI (aj�)Pr(�) = 1 � � � �(a) +

2�(a)� =
= 1� �� �(a)(1� 2�). Therefore if 1� 2� > 0 i.e. � < 1

2 then �
�(a) = 0.

If 1� 2� < 0 i.e. � > 1
2 then �

�(a) = 1: Finally, if 1� 2� = 0 i.e. � = 1
2 then

��(a) 2 [0; 1]: In particular, ��(a) = 1
2 . Notice that the incumbent always

prefers to have � 6= 1
2 since this gives him a higher expected utility than � =

1
2 .

From the previous Lemma a simple Corollary follows immediately:

Corollary 3 When the two states of the world have the same probabilities, the
probability of optimal policy implementation is equal to 1=2. If � > 1=2 (� <
1=2) the probability of optimal policy implementation is equal to �((1� �)):

Proof. From Lemma 2 one knows that when � = 1
2 , �

�(a) 2 [0; 1]. The
probability of optimal decision making is equal to the probability of imple-
menting the policy a 2 A � fa; ag, times the probability that that policy is
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optimal, contingent on the state of the world � 2 �. Therefore the probability
of optimal policy implementation is equal to:

��(a)Pr(�) + (1� ��(a))Pr(�) = ��(a)1
2
+
1

2
� ��(a)1

2
=
1

2

for each ��(a) 2 [0; 1]. Likewise, from Lemma (2) one knows that when � > 1
2

(� < 1
2), �

�(a) = 1(��(a) = 0). Then the probability of optimal decision
making is equal to the probability of implementing the policy a 2 A � fa; ag,
times the probability that the same policy is optimal, contingent on the state
of the world � 2 �. It is easy to �nd that the probability of optimal policy
implementation is equal to:

��(a)Pr(�) = 1 � � = � > 1

2

(1� ��(a))Pr(�) = 1 � (1� �) = (1� �) > 1

2

respectively when ��(a) = 1(��(a) = 0).
The information about the state of the world � 2 � and about which op-

timal policy to implement is given to the Incumbent thanks to the newspaper
readership. Since there is one single newspaper produced by the MT, then
the Incumbent has to estimate the probability of the state of the world by
looking at the number of signals printed and at which signal is printed on
that newspaper, i.e. at the copies of the newspaper sold and bought.

In the analysis of the equilibrium of the game one needs to consider both:
a) the utility the citizen derives directly from consuming the newspaper; and
b) the e¤ect his buying decision has on the implementable policy and the (ex-
pected) utility the citizen could get from that same policy, were it the optimal
one. However here I derive the equilibrium of the game considering only the
utility the citizen derives directly from reading the newspaper. Implicitly I
make the assumption that the single citizen is �too small to matter� in the
computation of the expected utility and his action will not manage to change
the outcome in the policy adoption decision. This is a good approximation of
the truth when the number of Middle class citizens is large. Nevertheless In
the Appendix I show how the equilibrium of the game changes when one looks
at the more comprehensive e¤ect that buying the newspaper has on citizen�s
utility.

Given the solution concept I use is PBE, I need to show that equilibrium
strategies are optimal given equilibrium beliefs and viceversa. First I focus
on the case of the existence and production of the j = � Broadsheet, since
the case for j = � is similar. The case for Tabloid (i.e. j = �) is analysed
below. The following can be shown:

Lemma 4 There exists an (separating) equilibrium where Middle Class citi-
zens in t = 3 buy the Broadsheet produced if and only if they have received the
signal printed on the newspaper and the price of the newspaper is less than
the utility the citizens derive from reading it.

11



Proof. Assume that in equilibrium a number of signals n�� (to be determined
later) is the minimum number of signals su¢ cient for the Incumbent to be-
lieve that Pr(�jn��) > Pr(�) = 1=2. Given the monotonicity of the ex-post
probability in the number of signals, this means that Pr(�jen�) > 1=2 for anyen� � n��, while Pr(�jen�) � 1=2 for any en� < n��. Furthermore remember
that, given that there is one single newspaper, if in equilibrium n� signals are
observed, the Incumbent and the other players have to form expectations on
the remaining N � n� signals received by the citizens who have not bought
any newspaper.

To prove the Lemma I show �rst that, given a number of newspaper copies
n� observed in equilibrium and the equilibrium beliefs Pr(�jn�), citizens who
have received a � signal (bi�) buy the j = � newspaper while citizens (bi�2f�;�g)
never do. 6

First assume that in equilibrium a number of signals n�� � 1 is observed,
i.e. there are n���1 copies bought of the newspaper j = � and the citizenbi� is
pivotal. Given what said above, equilibrium beliefs is Pr(�jn�� � 1) < 1=2. In
this event there are several possible cases for the single citizen bi�2f�;�;�g 2M
and the Incumbent politician that one needs to analyse.

i) The number n���1 is such that Pr(�jn
�
��1) < Pr(�) and the cit-

izen bi has privately observed the signal �.
The citizen is willing to buy the newspaper j = � as long as the charged

price pj=� is less than or equal to the utility e. Againbi� will not read any other
newspaper, for any pj2f�;�g > 0, given the signal received and his preferences.
Conversely, if the citizen buys the newspaper j = �, then it must be that the
citizen has observed privately the signal � and that pj=� � e. In fact if it was
not so, then this would mean that the citizen buys a newspaper and bears a
positive cost equal to the price although he does not receive any utility from
reading the newspaper or enjoys a utility inferior to the price. In this case
the citizen would be better o¤ by not buying the newspaper.

ii) The number n���1 is such that Pr(�jn���1) < Pr(�) and the
citizen bi has privately observed the signal � (�).

Given the signal � (�) he has privately observed, bi�(bi�) will not buy the
newspaper j = � based on his preferences as long as pj=� > 0. On the other
hand, if the citizen does not buy the newspaper j = � with pj=� > 0, then it
must be that he has observed a signal di¤erent from � or that he has observed
the signal � but pj=� > e.

Now it remains to consider the case when bi� is not pivotal, that is in
equilibrium a number n� is observed such that n� < n�� � 1 (or n� > n��).
Following what said above, equilibrium beliefs will be equal to Pr(�jn� <
n�� � 1 ) < 1=2 (or Pr(�jn� > n��) > 1=2 ).

iii) The number n� is such that n� < n�� � 1 (or n� > n
�
�) and the

citizen bi has privately observed the signal �.
6Abusing notation, with bi� I indicate the signal � received by the individual i also. Of

course bi� and bi� have similar meanings.
12



The citizen is willing to buy the newspaper j = � as long as the charged
price pj=� is less than or equal to the utility e. Againbi� will not read any other
newspaper, for any pj2f�;�g > 0, given the signal received and his preferences.
Conversely, if the citizen buys the newspaper j = �, then it must be that the
citizen has observed privately the signal � and that pj=� � e. In fact if it was
not so, then this would mean that the citizen buys a newspaper and bears a
positive cost equal to the price although he does not receive any utility from
reading the newspaper or receives a utility inferior to the price. In this case
the citizen would be better o¤ by not buying the newspaper.

iv) The number n� is such that n� < n�� � 1 (or n� > n
�
�) and the

citizen bi has privately observed the signal � or �:
Given the signal � or � he has privately observed, again bi�(bi�) is strictly

better o¤ not buying the newspaper as long as pj=� > 0. On the other hand,
if the citizen does not buy the newspaper j = � sold at a strictly positive
price pj=� > 0, then it must be that either he has observed a signal di¤erent
from � or that he has observed the signal � but pj=� > e.

The proof for the newspaper j = � is similar to the one just seen for j = �,
so I omit it.

After deriving the equilibrium strategies, given the equilibrium beliefs,
now it is necessary to do the opposite, i.e. compute the equilibrium beliefs
given the equilibrium strategies. Since all the bi� buy the newspaper j = �
if it is on o¤er, as long as pj=� � e, while all the bi�2f�;�g do not, then upon
observing a number n� of newspaper copies bought, the Incumbent can form
the equilibrium beliefs on the probability of the state of the world �, knowing
that the remaining N � n� citizens have each observed � 2 f�; �g. Since
Pr(�j�) = q , therefore Pr(� 2 f�; �g j�) = 1 � Pr(�j�) = 1 � q. Of course
from Pr(�j�) = q0 it follows that Pr(� 2 f�; �g j�) = 1� q0. Then it follows
that:

Pr(�jn�; N � n�) =
Pr(n�;N � n�)j�)Pr(�)

Pr(n�;N � n�)j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n�;N � n�j�)Pr(�)
=

=

N !
(n�)!(N�n�)!q

(n�)(1� q)N�n� 12
N !

(n�)!(N�n�)!q
(n�)(1� q)N�n� 12 +

N !
(n�)!(N�n�)!(q

0)(n�)(1� q0)N�n� 12
=

=

N !
(n�)!(N�n�)!q

(n�)(1� q)N�n�
N !

(n�)!(N�n�)!q
(n�)(1� q)N�n� + N !

(n�)!(N�n�)!(q
0)(n�)(1� q0)N�n�

Finally, to complete the PBE, the following out�of-equilibrium beliefs can
be devised in order to sustain the equilibrium. Remember that n�� is the min-
imum number of signals necessary to be observed to convince the Incumbent
that Pr(�jn��) > Pr(�) = 1=2 and that I label with Pr(�jn�; N � n�) the
equilibrium belief. If one observes a number of out-of-equilibrium signals en�,
then with n� � n��, Pr(�jen�) > 1=2, for en� 2 [n��; N ], while Pr(�jen�) < 1=2,
for en� 2 [0; n��). On the other hand, if one observes a number of out-of-
equilibrium signals en�, then with n� < n��, Pr(�jen�) < 1=2, for en� 2 [0; n��),
while Pr(�jen�) > 1=2, for en� 2 [n��; N ].
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Furthermore if the Incumbent observes any number en� of signals � 2
f�; �g di¤erent from �, he will implement the policy he believes to be optimal
contingent on the �true� state of the world. In order not to allow �crazy�
beliefs, I assume that if n�� is the minimum number of signals to convince the
Incumbent that the �true�state of the world is �, then if en� � n�� (en� < n��
) the Incumbent believes that Pr(�jen�) > 1

2 (Pr(�jen�) < 1
2 ) and implements

the policy a (a). Similarly if the Incumbent observes any number en� of signals
� he will mixes between the two policies a and a with any positive probability.

It is simple to show that these out-of-equilibrium beliefs sustain the equi-
libium seen above. In fact, provided that the Incumbent behaves on the
o¤-the-equilibrium path in the same way as he behaves when he observes
equilibrium signals, and given that citizen�s utility from reading the newspa-
per is in�uenced only by the signal he has observed privately, then he will not
change his reading behaviour by buying a newpaper carrying a signal di¤erent
from the one he has privately observed, as this will give him a utility inferior
to the newspaper price. Therefore, the middle class citizen will never change
his newspaper buying decision and will never deviate from the equilibrium
described.

As the last step of this proof one needs to consider what happens when
the newspaper j = � is on o¤er and pj=� > e. In this case the equilibrium
strategies are that nobody buys the newspaper, given the preferences of the
citizensbi�2f�;�g towards the newspaper on o¤er or the fact that the utility thebi� citizen receives from reading the newspaper j = � is less than the price he
has to pay for it. Since the incumbent does not observe any signal, this means
that Pr(�jN�) = Pr(�) = 1

2 , where N� is the number N of empty signals,
where for the Incumbent receiving an empty signal is the same as receiving
no signal at all.

In fact:

Pr(�jN�) =
Pr(N�j�)Pr(�)

Pr(N�j�)Pr(�) + Pr(N�j�)Pr(�)
=

=

N�!
N�!0!

(1� q � q0)(N�)(q + q0)0 12
N�!
N�!0!

(1� q � q0)(N�)(q + q0)0 12 +
N�!
N�!0!

(1� q � q0)(N�!)(q + q0)0 12
=

=
(1� q � q0)(N�) 12

(1� q � q0)(N�) 12 + (1� q � q0)(N�!)
1
2

=
1
2

1
=
1

2

So I have shown that in the case the Media Tycoon has produced a single
Broadsheet j 2

�
�; �
	
, there is a separating equilibrium where all the citizens

who have received a signal equal to the one printed in the only newspaper
produced buy a copy of the newspaper, while the others do not.

Now one needs to derive the equilibrium strategy and beliefs when the
Media Tycoon has produced a Tabloid. The following holds:

14



Lemma 5 There exists an (separating) equilibrium where Middle Class cit-
izens in t = 3 buy the produced Tabloid if and only if they have received the
signal printed on the newspaper and the newspaper�s price is less than the
utility the citizens receive from consuming it.

Proof. Regarding the j = � newspaper, assume that the equilibrium strat-
egy is such that each bi� buys the newspaper j = �, while each bi�2f�;�g does
not buy it. Assuming that there are n� such citizens buying the newspa-
per j = � it is straightforward to compute the following equilibrium beliefs:

Pr(�jn�; N � n�) =
Pr(n�;N�n�j�)Pr(�)

Pr(n�;N�n�j�)Pr(�)+Pr(n�;N�n�j�)Pr(�)
=

=
N !

n�!(N�n�)!
(1�q�q0)n� (1�(1�q�q0))N�n� 1

2

N !
n�!(N�n�)!

(1�q�q0)n� (1�(1�q�q0))N�n� 1
2
+ N !
n�!(N�n�)!

(1�q�q0)n� (1�(1�q�q0))N�n� 1
2

=

=
N !

n�!(N�n�)!
(1�q�q0)n� (q+q0)N�n� 1

2

N !
n�!(N�n�)!

(1�q�q0)n� (q+q0)N�n� 1
2
+ N !
n�!(N�n�)!

(1�q�q0)n� (q+q0)N�n� 1
2

= 1
2 . This

means that if a j = � newspaper gets produced, then for any number of copies
bought by bi� citizens, this is never informative about the state of the world,
since the posterior on the state of the world � is equal to the prior.

Knowing this I now derive citizens�equilibrium strategy regarding buying
newspaper j = �. Each bi�2f�;�;�g citizen, after receiving the private signals
� 2 f�; �; �g, only looks at his preferences towards the Tabloid. This means
that each bi�2f�;�g never buys the Tabloid j = � since he does not receive any
(strictly) positive utility from reading it and he would have to bear a (strictly)
positive cost p� > 0 if he were to buy it. On the other hand, any citizen bi�
always buys the the Tabloid j = �, as long as e � p�. Conversely, given that
some citizens buy the newspaper j = �, they must be bi� citizens whose utility
from reading the Tabloid e is more than their price p�. In fact all the other
citizens do not read the Tabloid, either because they are bi�2f�;�g or because
are bi� citizens with e < p�.

Finally, in order to sustain the equilibrium, the following out�of-equilibrium-
beliefs can be devised. Given that the equilibrium belief is equal to n�, if the
Incumbent observes any number en� of signals �, then he believes that the
state of the world is Pr(�jn�; N � n�) = 1

2 and therefore mixes between the
two policies with any probability. Similarly to the out�of-equilibrium-beliefs
devised in Lemma (4), I assume that if the Incumbent observes any numberen� of signals � 2 f�; �g he will adopt any policy he believes to be optimal,
contingent on the �true� state of the world. In order not to allow �crazy�
beliefs, I assume that if n��(n

�
�) is the minimum number of signals to convince

the Incumbent that the �true� state of the world is � (�), then if en� � n���en� � n��� the Incumbent believes that Pr(�jen�) > 1
2

�
Pr(�jen�) > 1

2

�
and

implements the policy a (a).
Neverthless these out-of-equilibrium beliefs sustain the equilibium seen

above. In fact, provided that the Incumbent behaves on the o¤-the-equilibrium
path in the same way as he behaves on the equilibrium path, and given that
citizen�s utility from reading the newspaper is in�uenced only by the signal
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he has observed privately, then he will not change his reading behaviour by
buying a newpaper carrying a signal di¤erent from the one he has privately
observed, as this will give him a utility inferior to the newspaper price. There-
fore, the middle class citizen will never change his newspaper buying decision
and will never deviate from the equilibrium described.

Putting together the Lemma 4 and the Lemma 5, the following holds:

Proposition 6 In t = 3 there exists an equilibrium where Middle Class cit-
izens buy the produced newspaper if and only if they have privately observed
the same signal printed on the newspaper and the price they pay for buying it
is less than the utility they derive from reading it.

Proof. The proof follows immediately by considering the two Lemmata previ-
ously proved. In fact Lemma (4) shows that, provided a Broadsheet j = �(�)
is produced and available to consumers, then all the Middle Class citizens
who have privately observed the signal �(�) buy the newspaper, while the
other do not. Likewise Lemma (5) shows that when a Tabloid (i.e. an unin-
formative newspaper with a � printed signal) is produced, the Middle Class
citizens buy the newspaper if and only if they have privately observed the
signal �. The above behaviour holds as long as the price the citizens pay to
buy the newspaper is less than the utility they derive from reading it.

Therefore, one can conclude that the same behaviour holds for all the
Middle Class citizens, for any signal they receive and any newspaper available
to them, provided that it gets produced by the Media Tycoon.

The previous Proposition has shown that there exists a unique separating
equilibrium where each Middle Class citizen buys the produced newspaper if
and only if that newspaper has printed a signal coherent with his preferences,
and therefore with the signal he has privately observed, as long as reading
the newspaper is �enjoyable� enough. Otherwise citizens do not buy the
newspaper if their preferences do not �nd an outlet to be represented or
expressed.

Crucially this consuming behaviour has an important informative content.
In fact the reading behaviour shown in Proposition (6) means that an exter-
nal observer (in particular the Incumbent) can be sure that the quantity of
newspapers bought by the citizens is informative about the number of signals
they have received and, as a consequence, about the �true�, underlying, state
of the world. As a consequence, apart from revealing the tastes of the polity
regard the newspaper types, the demand for newspaper can be of great value
for learning something more about the state of the world that the Incumbent
does not already know.

The existence of the unique equilibrium in the citizens�behaviour allows
to derive the minimum number of signals � (�) such that, upon observing it,
the Incumbent believes that the state of the world � is more likely than �.
Needless to say this additional knowledge derived purely from the citizens�
reading behaviour has an important e¤ect on policy implementation, as the
following Proposition shows:
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Corollary 7 Upon observing a number of signals n� >
logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�
1+logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�N the

Incumbent believes that the state of the world � is more likely than the state
of the world � and therefore he implements the policy a with probability one.

Likewise if the Incumbent observes n� >
logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�
1+logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�N he implements the

policy a with probability one.

Proof. Let n�� be the minimum number of signals � such that, upon observing
it, an external observer believes that the probability of � is larger than 1

2 .
Formally, given Pr(�jn��; N � n��), by applying the Bayes�s rule it follows
simply that:

Pr(�jn��; N � n��) =

=

N !
(n��)!(N�n��)!

qn
�
�(1� q)N�n�� 12

N !
(n��)!(N�n��)!

qn
�
�(1� q)N�n�� 12 +

N !
(n��)!(N�n��)!

(q0)n
�
�(1� q0)N�n�� 12

After some simple algebra the previous formula reduces to

qn
�
�(1� q)N�n��

qn
�
�(1� q)N�n�� + (q0)n��(1� q0)N�n��

.

Now it su¢ ces to see when qn
�
� (1�q)N�n

�
�

q
n�
� (1�q)N�n

�
�+(q0)n

�
� (1�q0)N�n

�
�
� 1

2 . By multiply-

ing out the denominator of the LHS, and simplifying terms, one obtains that
qn

�
�(1� q)N�n�� � (q0)n��(1� q0)N�n�� or ( qq0 )

n�� � (1�q
0

1�q )
N�n�� . Apply then the

increasing monotonic function logq=q0 to both sides of the inequality and ob-

tain that logq=q0(
q
q0 )

n�� � logq=q0(1�q
0

1�q )
N�n�� or n�� � logq=q0(

1�q0
1�q )

N�n�� . With

further manipulation it follows that n�� � (N � n��)logq=q0(
1�q0
1�q ) and solve

�nally conclude that n�� �
logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�
1+logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�N .
Therefore when

logq=q0
�
1�q0
1�q

�
1+logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�N =2 N0, if the Incumbent observes the num-

ber of newspapers en� is greater or equal to n��, he updates his posterior beliefs
and infers that the probability of the state of the world being � is larger than 1

2 .
Since Pr(�jen�; N�en�) > 1

2 , the Incumbent politician will implement the pol-
icy a with probability one. Of course if en� < n��, then Pr(�jen�; N � en�) < 1

2
and the Incumbent politician implements a with probability one. Instead

when
logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�
1+logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�N 2 N0, and en� = n��, Pr(�jn��; N � n��) = 1
2 and the In-

cumbent mixes between policies with any non negative probability. Of course
when en� > n��, since Pr(�jen�; N � en�) > 1

2 , the Incumbent politician will
implement the policy a with probability one.
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A similar discussion can be made if a Broadsheet j = � is produced. It is
easy to see that:

Pr(�jn��; N � n��) =
Pr(n��; N � n��j�)Pr(�)

Pr(n��; N � n��j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n��; N � n��j�)Pr(�)
=

=

N !
n�� !(N�n��)!

qn
�
�(1� q)N�n�� 12

N !
n�� !(N�n��)!

qn
�
�(1� q)N�n�� 12 +

N !
n�� !(N�n��)!

(q0)n
�
�(1� q0)N�n�� 12

is the same expression for Pr(�jn��; N � n��), apart from having n�� instead of
n��. This means that, without further calculation, it is possible to conclude
that the minimum number of signals n�� to be observed in equilibrum by the
Incumbent to convince him that the state of the world � is more likely than

the state of the world � is n�� =
logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�
1+logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�N .
Now it remains to analyse what happens in t = 2, i.e. at the newspaper

production decision stage on part of the Media Tycoon (MT). Remember
that the MT does not have any interest in which policy is adopted by the
Incumbent. Therefore in the following discussion I focus on the entrepreneur�s
decision, considering the expected pro�t he can obtain from the newspaper
production only.

The problem the MT is facing is the following: knowing the probability
distribution of signals among the Middle Class citizens, he has to estimate
the demand for each newspaper type, and then he has to decide whether
to produce a Tabloid (j = �) or a Broadsheet newspaper (j 2 f�; �g). In
this latter case, the MT has to decide which policy side of the debate he
wants to give a channel to. Remember that the MT knows that each reader�s
utility is ui(jj�) = e, for each j 2 f�; �; �g and for each i 2 M group
i¤ j = �, while ui(jj�) = 0 i¤ j 6= �. Therefore he has to estimate the
demand for each newspaper j 2 f�; �; �g in order to be able to maximise his
pro�t, knowing that the newspaper demand will depend on the realisation of
a random variable, that is the probability describing the signal distribution.

While in a context of certainty there is no di¤erence in maximising the
expected pro�t with respect to price or with respect to quantity, this equiv-
alence does not hold necessarily when a random demand is considered. In
fact when one looks at the quantity of goods delivered by the MT, it might
be that the production is smaller (larger) than the quantity demanded and
bought by consumers. For instance the production might be less than what
will be demanded and consumed at market prices, because the demand has
experienced an unexpected peak. On the other hand, it might be that the
production is larger than what will be actually bought and consumed because
there is an unanticipated change in consumers�tastes or a slowdown in the
economy that makes that good less consumed than it used to be. In cases like
the previous ones it is necessary for the MT to decide the right instrument to
use in order to maximise his expected pro�t. In particular, whether price or
quantity is the correct instrument to use.
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Following (Leland 1972) and (Harris and Raviv 1981) I assume that, if
there is no production capacity constraint in the newspaper industry and if
the quantity actually demanded is revealed after the price is decided, then it
is optimal to maximize expected pro�t with respect to quantity. Regarding
the �rst assumption, it seems coherent with casual observation and anecdotal
evidence that supplementary newspaper production can be easily carried out
if the market experiences additional and unexpected demand.7 On the other
hand, unsold copies of newspapers can be (almost at no cost) freely disposed
of. Regarding the second assumption, it seems natural to assume that the
price is decided before the quantity is produced and sold, given that the
newspaper price is known both to MT and customers before both consumers
and MT know if and how many citizens will buy the paper.

After this discussion I can now derive the expression for the Expected
Pro�t �Ej for each newspaper j 2 f�; �; �g:

Lemma 8 The expected pro�t of producing a Broadsheet newspaper is the
same regardless of the policy option the newspaper supports and it is equal to
(e� c)12N(q+ q

0)�F , while the expected pro�t of producing a Tabloid is equal
to (e� c)N(1� q � q0)� F .

Proof. First one needs to derive the demand curve for any newspaper. I
start with the j = � Broadsheet and then similarly I derive the expression for
the other newspapers.

It is straightforward to see that the inverse demand curve for the news-
paper j = � is constant for any level of newspaper production yj=�. This
follows easily from the fact that each of the middle class citizen has the same
willingness to pay for the newspaper. Therefore: P (Qj=�) = pj=�(yj=�) = e.
Having established this, the expected pro�t expression �Ej=� for the j = �
Broadsheet can now be written as:

�Ej=� =Eyj=� [pj=�(yj=�) � yj=� � C(yj=�)] =
=Eyj=� [e � yj=� � cj=�yj=� � Fj=�] =
=Eyj=� [e � yj=� � c � yj=� � F ]

where Eyj=� is the expectation operator with respect to the random news-
paper quantity yj=�. Since the quantities e, F , c are �xed and do not
depend on the realisation of the signals, I can rewrite the expression for
the expected pro�t taking these quantities out of the expectation operator
and rewriting �Ej=� as: �

E
j=� = (e � c)Eyj=� [yj=�] � F . It turns out that

Eyj=� [yj=�] = Eyj=� [Pr(n�; N � n�j�)] = Eyj=� [Pr(n�; N � n�j�)Pr(�) +
Pr(n�; N � n�j�)Pr(�)] =

7For instance think of a second edition of a newspaper whenever the readership is larger
than anticipated. Or think of a special edition of national newspaper that can be printed
and sold few hours after some extraordinary and unexpected event has happened, like the
death of J.F.K. or Lady D.
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= Eyj=� [
N !

n� !(N�n�)!q
n�(1 � q)N�n� 12 +

N !
n� !(N�n�)!(q

0)n�(1 � q0)N�n� 12 ] =
1
2N(q + q

0). Plugging the expression for Eyj=� [yj=�] in the expected pro�t
expression, one obtains that:

�Ej=� = (e� c)
1

2
N(q + q0)� F

Following the same reasoning as the one above, it can be seen easily that
�Ej=�, i.e. the expected pro�t expression for the j = � Broadsheet, is the
same as the one for �Ej=�. Therefore:

�Ej=� = (e� c)
1

2
N(q + q0)� F

Finally the same procedure can be repeated to derive the expression for
�Ej=�. Again P (Qj=�) = pj=�(yj=�) = e and therefore�

E
j=� = Eyj=� [pj=�(yj=�)�

yj=c � C(yj=�)] = �Ej=�[e � yj=� � c � yj=� � F ]. Following the same reason-
ing already seen, the expression of the expected pro�t of the Tabloid can
be rewritten as (e � c)Eyj=� [yj=�] � F . It is straightforward to derive the
expression for Eyj=� [yj=�]: In fact Eyj=� [yj=�] = Eyj=� [Pr(n�; N � n�j�)] =
Eyj=� [Pr(n�; N � n�j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n�; N � n�j�)Pr(�)] =

= 1
2N(1 � q � q

0) + 1
2N(1 � q � q

0) = N(1 � q � q0). Again by plugging
the expression for Eyj=� [yj=�] into the expression for the Tabloid�s expected
pro�t, one obtains that:

�Ej=� = (e� c)N(1� q � q0)� F

Having derived the expression for the expected pro�t of each of the three
newspapers that might be produced, the following Proposition highlights the
determinants of the production of the Broadsheet instead of the Tabloid in
the newspaper production decision stage of the game:

Proposition 9 In t = 2 the MT produces a Broadsheet i¤ the total probability
of obtaining signals that are informative on the state of the world (� 2 f�; �g)
instead of blank and uninformative signals (� 2 f�g) is greater than 2=3.

Proof. Knowing that the citizens willingness to pay is constant to e for any
quantity and any kind of (produced) newspaper, and having estimated the
expected pro�t for each j 2 f�; �; �g (see Lemma (8)), the MT may now
decide which type of newspaper it is optimal to produce, depending on the
expected pro�t.

Given �Ej=� = (e� c)N(1� q� q0)�F and �Ej=� = �Ej=� = (e� c)12N(q+
q0)�F , it turns out that producing a Broadsheet is optimal i¤ (e� c)12N(q+
q0)� F � (e� c)N(1� q � q0)� F or 12(q + q

0) � (1� q � q0) from which one
obtains that producing a Broadsheet is optimal i¤ q + q0 � 2

3 .
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Finally in t = 1, signals are sent and in t = 0 Nature chooses the state of
the world with equal probability.

It is interesting to comment on Proposition 9. This Proposition says
that the Broadsheet production takes place i¤ the environment is informative
enough. Notice that the informativeness of the environment depends on the
sum of the probabilities of �correct�signals (i.e. q) and �not correct�signals
(i.e. q0). Therefore producing a Broadsheet on part of the MT maximises
his expected pro�t if both q and q0 are relatively large. This means that
a Broadsheet can be produced even if there is little di¤erence between the
probability of �correct�and �wrong�signals (i.e. q � q0 is small) as long as
both q and q0 are large enough (i.e. q + q0 is close to 1). Notice also that,
whenever a Broadsheet newspaper is produced, if there is no di¤erence in the
Broadsheet�s �xed and variable cost or in the utility the citizen derives from
either Broadsheet, then the MT is indi¤erent between the production of any
j 2 f�; �g.

The next Proposition sums up the characteristics of the equilibrium of this
game, focussing on the di¤erence and the tension between the two features one
can envisage in the Media. In fact, on one hand the Media can be regarded as
any other for-pro�t enterprise: its fundamental objective is pro�t maximising.
However, on the other hand, it has a considerable and important �social�
role, given that favours communication between citizens and Incumbent and
increases the probability of optimal policy implementation.

Proposition 10 The presence of a Broadsheet always enhances the optimal
policy decision and increases the total probability of implementing good poli-
cies. If producing a Broadsheet is pro�table then the improvement of optimal
policy making is possible, regardless of the policy side the Broadsheet chooses
to support.

Proof. I �rst compute the probability that, given a Broadsheet is produced,
the �right�policy contingent on the state of the world is implemented. Fo-
cussing on the j = � Broadsheet, this is equal to the cumulative probability
that the number of signals n� is larger or equal to n��, given that the state
of the world is �, plus the cumulative probability that the number of signals
n� is less than n��, given that the state of the world is �

8. Therefore the

8To simplify the discussion I assume that logq=q0(
1�q0
1�q ) =2 N0 ; see above the implications

of this.
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probability of optimal policy implementation is equal to:

Pr(n� � n��j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n� < n��j�)Pr(�) =
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
qn�(1� q)N�n� 1

2
+

n���1X
n�=0

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
�
q0
�n� (1� q0)N�n� 1

2
=

1

2
(

NX
n�=n

�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
qn�(1� q)N�n� +

n���1X
n�=0

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
�
q0
�n� (1� q0)N�n�)

(1)

To show that having a Broadsheet increases the probability of implement-
ing the optimal policy contingent on the state of the world, it su¢ ces to
compare the eq. (1) with the probability of implementing the optimal pol-
icy when no Broadsheet is present, i.e. when Pr(�) = Pr(�) = 1

2 . In
Corollary (3) it was shown that the probability of implementing the op-
timal policy in this case is equal to 1

2 . Therefore it su¢ ces to compute
when, if a Broadsheet is produced, eq.(1) is greater than 1

2 . Or, likewise,

when
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)!q

n�(1�q)N�n�+
n���1X
n�=0

N !
n� !(N�n�)! (q

0)n� (1�q0)N�n� > 1.

Given that
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)! (q

0)n� (1 � q0)N�n� +
n���1X
n�=0

N !
n� !(N�n�)! (q

0)n� (1 �

q0)N�n� = 1; and
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)! (q

0)n� (1�q0)N�n� = 1�
n���1X
n�=0

N !
n� !(N�n�)! (q

0)n� (1�

q0)N�n� it follows that eq.(1) is greater than12 , i¤
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)!q

n�(1�q)N�n�+1�
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)! (q

0)n� (1�q0)N�n� >

1, that is i¤
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)!q

n�(1 � q)N�n� >
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)! (q

0)n� (1 �

q0)N�n� . But this is always true given it was previously shown that, following
the application of Bayes�s rule, N !

n� !(N�n�)!q
n�(1�q)N�n� > N !

n� !(N�n�)! (q
0)n� (1�

q0)N�n� for each n� � n��. Since
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)!q

n�(1 � q)N�n� is the sum

of N �n�� +1 addenda all having the property above, then the thesis follows.
To prove the second part of the Proposition, remember that the improve-

ment in the decision making quality happens when a Broadsheet j = � gets
produced as it has just been shown. This depends, in turn, on the total prob-
ability of receiving the signal � being large enough. In fact the MT produces
a Broadsheet i¤ q + q0 > 2

3 as shown in Proposition (9). Therefore, in this
case, the probability of optimal policy implementation is larger than when a
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Tabloid is produced or when no signal is available. On the other hand, the
MT produces a Tabloid if and only if q + q0 < 2

3 . Although a Tabloid is pro-
duced in this case, a Broadsheet would be bene�cial from the perspective of
increasing the probability of optimal policy making. In fact when a Tabloid is
produced the probability of optimal policy implementation is equal to 1

2 only.
Finally the MT is indi¤erent between producing a Broadsheet and a Tabloid
if and only if q + q0 = 2

3 .
Regarding the proof for the j = � Broadsheet, remember from Corollary

(7) that n�� = n
�
�. It is easy to see that eq. (1) can be rewritten in terms of

n��, that is:

Pr(n� � n��j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n� < n��j�)Pr(�) =
NX

n�=n��

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
qn�(1� q)N�n� 1

2
+

n���1X
n��=0

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
�
q0
�n� (1� q0)N�n� 1

2
=

1

2
(

NX
n�=n��

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
qn�(1� q)N�n� +

n���1X
n��=0

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
�
q0
�n� (1� q0)N�n�)

(2)

Given that n�� = n�� it is straightforward to conclude that the above ex-
pression, describing the probability of optimal policy adoption when a j =
� Broadsheet is produced, is the same as the expression in eq. (1). This
means that producing any Broadsheet is the same in terms of optimal policy
implementation. Neverthless producing any Broadsheet improves the quality
of policy making with respect to a Tabloid.

It is useful to remark that the possibility for a Broadsheet to be produced
depends on the sum of both the probabilities of �right�and �wrong�signals
arriving, i.e. on the the total informativeness of the environment. Since the
policy quality, i.e. the probability of implementing optimal policy contingent
on the state of the world, depends on the Broadsheet being produced, it might
happen that, given q+q0 < 2

3 , an increase in q (i.e. in the probability of signals
coherent with the true state of the world) brings about the possibility of the
production of a Broadsheet if q+ q0 becomes greater than 2

3 . More counterin-
tuitively, the same could happen when an increase in q0 (i.e. in the probability
of signals not coherent with the true state of the world) takes place. In fact,
although an increase in q0 makes the signals less precise about the state of the
world, it does make possible the production of a Broadsheet. The MT�s deci-
sion to supply an informative newspaper for reasons of pro�t maximisation,
in turns, increases the probability of optimal policy implementation.

Surprisingly, it does not matter which of the two policy options the only
Broadsheet produced favours or if the side of the policy the Broadsheet sup-
ports is the optimal one. In fact, all that matters is that an informative
newspaper, i.e. a Broadsheet, gets produced; this will increase the dispersed
information the Incumbent can receive, as a consequence, it will increase the
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probability of optimal policy adoption and the quality of decision making.
This is an interesting result in this model where citizens make themselves

heard and are active in the �public sphere�through a �market�intermediary,
rather than directly. This modelling leads to di¤erent results from the ones
usually reached by the literature on �voice� such as the one by (Lohmann
1993) and (Lohmann 1994), and reviewed in (Piketty 1999). In this literature
the possibility of �voice� à la (Hirschman 1970), i.e. of citizens expressing
their views, preferences, or information in the community they are in, is done
through their vote in election or through protests, strikes, petitions and so
on. In other words, in this literature, citizens act directly on their own to
try and in�uence the policy decisions of the Incumbent politician. However,
to the best of my knowledge, in this literature what happens when there is
an institutional intermediary (Media/Newspaper) that gives the citizens the
possibility of expressing their views has never been modelled.9 Moreover,
in this article, I have analysed how this institutional intermediary behaves
when it allows the citizens to express their views not for free, or because
the institution wants to maximise social welfare, but because in doing so
the institution gains some pro�t from it. Instead of a generic institution, I
have chosen to model the role of a Media Tycoon and his incentives regarding
which newspaper he chooses to produce (Broadsheet or Tabloid). Furthermore
I have shown how the choice between the two newspapers, and therefore
their editorial content, may favour or hinder the probability of optimal policy
implementation. Finally, given the preferences of the MT, the MT always
prefers a Broadsheet to be produced since this increases the probability of
optimal policy implementation. However, he is indi¤erent towards which
Broadsheet to produce, since the production of either Broadsheet increases
the decision making quality in the same way.

Similarly to Proposition (10), where I have shown that the probability of
optimal policy implementation increases when a Broadsheet is produced, one
can study the probability of errors in the decision making when either of the
two newspaper types is produced:

Corollary 11 The total weighted probability of error in implementing the
optimal policy is larger when a Tabloid is produced than when a Broadsheet is
produced.

Proof. In the Proof of Proposition 10 I have derived the expression for the
probability of optimal policy implementation, contingent on the Broadsheet

9Of course the literature on lobbying is a notable exception to this. However, in that
literature, authors model lobbies as groups of citizens (or entrepreneurs) who contribute to
an institution having as its only objective the one of in�uencing the incumbent politician
regarding the implementable policy. Since lobbies are "owned" directly by members they
represent their preferences, once members have solved their coordination problem. Fur-
thermore lobbies are "not-market" institutions, since they do not have to make a pro�t,
di¤erently from newspaper.
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j = � being produced. This is equal to:

Pr(n� � n��j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n� < n��j�)Pr(�) =

=
1

2
(

NX
n�=n

�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
qn�(1� q)N�n� +

n���1X
n�=0

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
�
q0
�n� (1� q0)N�n�)

(3)

In the same way as computing eq. (3) it is possible to compute the prob-
ability of error in the policy implementation. Remember that the statistical
theory of hypothesis testing distinguishes two di¤erent Error Types: Type
I Error and Type II Error. Type I Error is the probability of rejecting a
hypothesis which is true, while Type II Error is the probability of accepting
(or failing to reject) a hypothesis when the alternative is true (or when one
should reject it). In this context, contingent on the j = � being produced,
Type I Error is the probability of implementing the policy a when the optimal
policy is a. This is equal to:

TypeI Error : Pr(n� < n
�
�j�) =

n���1X
n�=0

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
(q)n�(1� q)N�n� (4)

Likewise, the Type II Error is the probability of implementing the policy
a when the optimal policy is a. This is equal to:Type

II Error : Pr(n� � n��j�) =
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
(q0)n�(1� q0)N�n� (5)

Again similar expressions for Type I and Type II Errors can be derived
when a Broadsheet j = � is produced.

Regarding the Tabloid production, since in this case the Incumbent does
not learn anything new about the state of the world, and Pr(�jn�; N �n�) =
Pr(�) = 1

2 , the probability of optimal policy implementation is equal to
��(aj�)Pr(�) + (1 � ��(a)j�)Pr(�) = ��(a)12+ (1 � ��(a))12 =

1
2 with �

�(a)
being the probability of implementing the policy a. With the Tabloid, the
expressions for Type I and Type II Errors become:

Type II Error :Pr(\implementing policy a� j �) = ��(a) (6)

Type I Error :Pr(\implementing policy a� j �) = 1� ��(a) (7)

which are indeterminate, given that ��(a) 2 [0; 1] when Pr(�) = 1
2 . Notice

that I have derived the above expressions to make possible comparisons with
respect to the previous case of a j = � Broadsheet production.

Although the previous results imply that it is not possible to compute uni-
vocally Type I and Type II Errors in policy adoption when an uninformative
Tabloid is produced, it is easy to see that having a Tabloid always increases
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the total probability of error in policy implementation with respect to having
a Broadsheet. In fact averaging out eqq. (4) and (5), one gets that the total
error in optimal policy implementation when a j = � is produced, is equal to
the following10:

Total Errorj=� =

=
1

2
(

n���1X
n�=0

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
(q)n�(1�q)N�n�+

NX
n�=n

�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
(q0)n�(1�q0)N�n�)

Regarding the Tabloid instead, averaging out eqq. (6) and (7), the total error
in optimal policy implementation is equal to the following:

Total Errorj=� =
1

2
[�(a) + 1� �(a)] = 1

2

To show that Total Errorj=� < Total Errorj=� =
1
2 , simply one needs to

show that

n���1X
n�=0

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
(q)n�(1�q)N�n�+

NX
n�=n

�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
(q0)n�(1�q0)N�n�) < 1

But this follows immediately from the fact that:
n���1X
n�=0

N !
n� !(N�n�)!(q)

n�(1 �

q)N�n�+
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)!(q)

n�(1�q)N�n� = 1 and
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)!(q

0)n�(1�

q0)N�n�) <
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !
n� !(N�n�)!(q)

n�(1� q)N�n�) for each n� � n��, as shown in

the Proof of Corollary (7).

3.1 Comparative Statics

In the previous Section I have derived the equilibrium of the model and high-
lighted the properties of the two types of newspapers in terms of the proba-
bility of implementing the optimal policies and relative errors. Having done
this, it is useful now to conduct an exercise of comparative statics. Given the
complexity of some of the expressions representing the probability of imple-
menting the optimal policy and the relative errors, the exercise of comparative
statics will be conducted by changing some values of the parameters in those
expressions, instead of using calculus. Then I will conjucture that the results
found in this way extend to all the range of values for which the expressions
are de�ned.

Of course in the following discussion I consider the Broadsheet only, given
that the Tabloid newspaper has no in�uence on policy implementation. Again
10 It is useful to repeat that similar expressions can be derived for a j = � Broadsheet.
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I focus on the j = � Broadsheet but similar expressions can be derived for
the j = � Broadsheet.

Proposition 12 When a Broadhseet newspaper is produced, whenever q, q0
or N increase, the minimum number of signals n�� one has to observe in order
to implement the optimal policy increases. On the other hand, the probability
of implementing the optimal policy increases when q or N increase, while it
decreases when q0 increases. Regarding errors in optimal policy implementa-
tion, both Type I and Type II Error decrease when q or N increase, while
increase when q0 increases.

Proof. First I show what happens to the threshold n��(q; q
0; N) when the

value of the parameters changes. Tedious but straightforward algebra shows
that:

@n��(q; q
0; N)

@q
=
@

@q

0@ logq=q0
�
1�q0
1�q

�
1 + logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�N
1A = �1

q

ln(1�q
0

1�q
q0

q )

(ln 1�q1�q0
q0

q )
2
N

It is simple to show that @n
�
�(q;q

0;N)
@q > 0. In order to prove it, one has to

show simply that ln(1�q
0

1�q
q0

q ) < 0 for any q and q
0 2 (0; 1) . For this to happen,

it has to be that 0 < 1�q0
1�q

q0

q < 1. Showing that 0 < 1�q0
1�q

q0

q is trivial, since q

and q0 2 (0; 1) by assumption and therefore the expression 1�q0
1�q

q0

q is positive.

Proving that 1�q0
1�q

q0

q < 1 is slightly more complicated. First I show ne-

cessity, since proving su¢ ciency is straightforward. Assume (1�q0)q0
(1�q)q < 1 and

multiply both sides of the inequality by (1 � q)q. Then expand the result
and obtain q0 � (q0)2 < q � q2. By rewriting the previous expression as
q2� (q0)2 < q� q0 and factoring the term q2� (q0)2, the expression rewrites as
(q� q0)(q+ q0) < q� q0. Simplifying both sides of the inequality by q� q0 > 0,
it follows that q+ q0 < 1 ;which is true, for each q; q0given that 1 > q > q0 > 0
by assumption.

Having established necessity, su¢ ciency follows immediately given that
1 > q > q0 > 0 and q + q0 < 1.

Similarly one can show that:

@n��(q; q
0; N)

@q0
=
@

@q0

0@ logq=q0
�
1�q0
1�q

�
1 + logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�N
1A =

=
q0ln( qq0 )� ln(

1�q0
1�q ) + q

0ln(1�q
0

1�q )

�q0(1� q0)[ln( qq0 ) + ln(
1�q0
1�q )]

N

=
q0ln( qq0 )� (1� q

0)ln(1�q
0

1�q )

�q0(1� q0)[ln( qq0 ) + ln(
1�q0
1�q )]

N (8)
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To show that @n��(q;q
0;N)

@q0 > 0, given that the denominator is negative,
since it is a product of positive factors multiplied by �1, it is enough to
show that the numerator is negative as well. Therefore one has to prove that
q0ln( qq0 )� (1� q

0)ln(1�q
0

1�q ) < 0 for any q and q
0 2 (0; 1).

Again I prove necessity �rst, and then su¢ ciency. Assuming that q0ln( qq0 )�
(1 � q0)ln(1�q

0

1�q ) < 0 one obtains that ln( qq0 )
q0 < ln(1�q

0

1�q )
1�q0 . By applying

the strictly increasing function ex to both sides of the inequality it follows
that ( qq0 )

q0 < (1�q
0

1�q )
1�q0 . Therefore I need to show that ( qq0 )

q0 < (1�q
0

1�q )
1�q0 .

Observe that, since q > q0 and q + q0 < 1, then it has to be q0 < 1
2 . In

fact, if not, it would be q > q0 > 1
2 and q + q

0 > 1 which is a contradiction
of the hypothesis. Furthermore, since q0 < 1

2 , then q
0 + q0 < 1 and therefore

q0 < 1�q0. Moreover, since q
q0 > 1 and

1�q0
1�q > 1, given that (

q
q0 )
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q
q0 >
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1�q .

First consider the case when q
q0 <
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1�q . Since q

0 < q, one can rewrite
q0 = q� ", with " > 0 and �small�. Now substitute q0 = q� " in the inequality
q
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, with " positive and small.

To prove su¢ ciency remember that it can be either q < 1
2 or q >

1
2 , but

it has to be q0 < 1
2 . First consider the case when q >

1
2 .

Let q = 1
2+" (with 1�q =

1
2�") and q

0 = 1
2�' (with 1�q

0 = 1
2+') with

0 < " < 1
2 and 0 < ' <

1
2 and let ' < ". From this it follows that '2 < "2

and 1
4 � "

2 < 1
4 �'

2or (12 � ")(
1
2 + ") < (

1
2 �')(

1
2 +'). By cross multiplying

the terms, one has that
1
2
+"

1
2
�' <

1
2
+'
1
2
�" . Given that 1 <

1
2
+"

1
2
�' <

1
2
+'
1
2
�" , and that

1
2� ' < 1

2 + ', it follows immediately that (
1
2
+"

1
2
�')

1
2
�' < (

1
2
+'
1
2
�" )

1
2
+', for the
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monotonicity of the power function. By substituting the values for q and q0

one obtains ( qq0 )
q0 < (1�q

0

1�q )
1�q0 .

Now consider the case when q < 1
2 and let q =

1
2 � " and q

0 = 1
2 � ' .

Since by assumption it has to be q > q0, this holds i¤ q = 1
2 � " >

1
2 �' = q

0,
that is ' > ". So let ' > " and 1

2 + ' > 1
2 + ", from which it follows

that (12 + ')
2 > (12 + ")

2. By expanding the binomial and cross multiplying

the terms one obtains that
1
2
+'
1
2
+"

>
1
2
+"

1
2
+'
. Now multiply by the same factor

1
2
�'
1
2
�" > 0 both sides of the inequality and then obtain that

1
2
+'
1
2
+"

1
2
�'
1
2
�" >

1
2
+"

1
2
+'

1
2
�'
1
2
�" . Thanks to the monotonicity of the power function, then it follows that: 

1
2 + "
1
2 + '

1
2 � '
1
2 � "

!'
<

 
1
2 + '
1
2 + "

1
2 � '
1
2 � "

!1=2
given ' < 1=2. Thanks to some simple algebraic manipulation it is possible
to rewrite the previous expression as: 

1
2 + "
1
2 + '

1
2 � '
1
2 � "

!'
<

 
1
2 + '
1
2 + "

1
2 � '
1
2 � "

!1=2
(
1
2
�'
1
2
�" )

'

(
1
2
+'
1
2
+"
)'
<
(
1
2
+'
1
2
+"
)1=2

(
1
2
�"

1
2
�')

1=2� 1
2
�"

1
2
�'

��'
� 1
2
+'
1
2
+"

�' <
(
1
2
+'
1
2
+"
)1=2

(
1
2
�"

1
2
�')

1=2

(
1
2 � "
1
2 � '

)1=2

 
1
2 � "
1
2 � '

!�'
< (

1
2 + '
1
2 + "

)1=2

 
1
2 + '
1
2 + "

!'
 

1
2 � "
1
2 � '

!1=2�'
<

 
1
2 + '
1
2 + "

!1=2+'
(9)

By substituting in the above expression q = 1
2 � ", q

0 = 1
2 �' and 1� q =

1
2 + ", 1� q

0 = 1
2 + ', it follows that the previous inequality is equivalent to:�

q

q0

�q0
<

�
1� q0
1� q

�1�q0
Therefore since I have shown that q0ln( qq0 )�(1�q

0)ln(1�q
0

1�q ) < 0 (numerator
of the fraction in eq. (8)) for any value where q and q0 are de�ned, and that
�q0(1 � q0)[ln( qq0 ) + ln(

1�q0
1�q )] < 0 (denominator of the fraction in eq. (8))

again for any value q and q0, I can conclude that @n
�
�(q;q

0;N)
@q0 > 0 for any value

where q and q0 are de�ned.
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Finally, given n�� =
logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�
1+logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�N , then @n��(q;q
0;N)

@N > 0 as
logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�
1+logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

� 2
(0; 1).

After computing what happens to the threshold n��(q; q
0; N), I am inter-

ested in analysing the comparative statics properties of the optimal policy
implementation probability, with respect to q, q0 and N . Remember that
the expression of the probability of optimal policy implementation (POP ) is
equal to:

POP = Pr(n� � n��j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n� < n��j�)Pr(�) =

=
1

2
(

NX
n�=n

�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
qn�(1�q)N�n�+

n���1X
n�=0

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
�
q0
�n� (1�q0)N�n�)

I conjecture that the following comparative statics properties hold:

i) :
@POP

@q
> 0

ii) :
@POP

@q0
< 0

iii) :
@POP

@N
> 0

Instead of computing the partial derivatives of a binomial distribution
with respect to the parameters q; q0 and N , I show that the above expressions
i), ii) and iii) hold for just one set of parameters q; q0 and N when the values
of this set are changed in�nitesimally and then I conjecture that they hold
for any value of q, q0 and N .

First I show that, for particular values of the parameters q, q0 and N ,
when q " in�nitesimally, then Pr(n� � n��j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n� < n��j�)Pr(�) ".
In fact when (q; q0; N) = (0:205; 0:2; 100), then the probability of optimal
policy implementation is equal to 0:524838752. However, when q ", and in
particular when (q; q0; N) = (0:305; 0:2; 100), then the probability of optimal
policy implementation is equal to 0:887234726.

Secondly I show that, again for particular values of the parameters, when
q0 ";then Pr(n� � n��j�)Pr(�)+Pr(n� < n��j�)Pr(�) #. Infact when (q; q0; N) =
(0:1; 0:005; 100), then the probability of optimal policy implementation is
equal to 0:995245123. Instead when (q; q0; N) = (0:1; 0:05; 100), and therefore
q0 ", then the probability of good policy is equal to 0:83299433.

Finally, for a particular set of parameters (q; q0; N) = (0:1; 0:005; 5), I cal-
culate what happens to Pr(n� � n��j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n� < n��j�)Pr(�) when
N ". In this case the probability of implementing the optimal policy is equal
to 0:692379377. However when N ", for instance (q; q0; N) = (0:1; 0:005; 100),
then the probability of implementing the optimal policy is equal to 0:995245123.
Therefore one can conclude that when N " the probability of good policy im-
plementation increases.
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Now I analyse the Type I Error (TIE) and I repeat the same exercise
of comparative statics for some set of parameters (q; q0; N), by changing mar-
ginally those parameters values.

First I compute what happens to TIE when q ". I take the �rst set of pa-
rameters I used to compute the @POP=@q, that is (q; q0; N) = (0:205; 0:2; 100)
and I compute the Type I Error which is equal to 0:509784081. If q ", and in
particular (q; q0; N) = (0:305; 0:2; 100), then TIE is equal to 0:138055164.

Now I calculate how TIE changes when q0 " . If (q; q0; N) = (0:1; 0:005; 100),
then TIE = 0:007836487. If q0 " and (q; q0; N) = (0:1; 0:05; 100), then TIE
becomes 0:206050862.

Finally, one can easily see how TIE variates when N ". If (q; q0; N) =
(0:1; 0:005; 5), then TIE is equal to 0:59049. However with N = 100 and the
set of parameter is (q; q0; N) = (0:1; 0:005; 100), then TIE = 0:007836487.
Therefore Type I Error decreases when q or N increase, while increases when
q0 increases. Again I conjecture that these results extend to all the sets of
parameters (q; q0; N) where q; q0 and N are de�ned.

As a last exercise I want to show, again for some set of parameters, what
happens to the Type II Error (TIIE) when the values of parameters change
marginally. When (q; q0; N) = (0:205; 0:2; 100), then TIIE = 0:440538415. If
q goes to 0:305 and the set of parameters becomes (q; q0; N) = (0:305; 0:2; 100),
then the TIIE is equal to 0:087475385.

On the other hand, when (q; q0; N) = (0:1; 0:005; 100), then TIIE =
0:001673268. However, when (q; q0; N) = (0:1; 0:05; 100), then TIIE = 0:127960479:

Finally when N increases, for instance from 5 to 100, with (q; q0) =
(0:1; 0:005), then TIIE goes from 0:024751247 to 0:001673268. Therefore
Type II Error decreases when q or N increase, while increases when q0 in-
creases. Needless to say, also in this case I conjecture that these comparative
statics results extend to all the set of parameters (q; q0; N).

3.1.1 Asymmetry in the probability of the policy implementation

Remember that the Middle Class is the only one of the three groups of citi-
zens interested in the optimal policy implementation. Instead the other two
groups of citizens, Rich and Poor, want their preferred policy implemented,
regardless of the true state of the world. Now, contingent on the production
of a Broadsheet, I compute the total probability of implementing the policy
supported by the Broadsheet, whether this is optimal or not.

I focus my computation on j = � and on the policy a. In this case the
total probability such that the Incumbent implements the policy a regardless
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of the true state of the world is the following:

Pr(aj�) = Pr(n� � n��j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n� � n��j�)Pr(�) =

=
NX

n�=n
�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
qn�(1� q)N�n� 1

2
+

NX
n�=n

�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
(q0)n�(1� q0)N�n� 1

2
=

=
1

2
(

NX
n�=n

�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
qn�(1� q)N�n� +

NX
n�=n

�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
(q0)n�(1� q0)N�n�) =

=
1

2

NX
n�=n

�
�

N !

n�!(N � n�)!
(qn�(1� q)N�n� + (q0)n�(1� q0)N�n�) (10)

Interestingly it can be proved that the production of the Broadsheet j = �,
rather than of the Tabloid, matters for the probability that the Incumbent
implements the policy a regardless of the state of the world. In fact the
following proposition can be shown:

Proposition 13 When the MT decides to publish the Broadsheet j = � there
exists some set of parameters such that the probability of implementing the
policy a, regardless of the state of the world, is larger (smaller) than 1

2 .

Proof. Notice that it cannot be decided whether the expression in eq. (10) is
larger or smaller than 1=2. For this reason I have conducted an analysis with
some values to show that Pr(aj�) can be either > or < 1

2 . For instance with
(q; q0; N) = (0:4; 0:32; 100) it follows that Pr(aj�) = 0:522714554. However
with (q; q0; N) = (0:4; 0:385; 100) it follows that Pr(aj�) = 0:476810756

The previous Proposition shows that when a Broadsheet is produced, there
is some set of parameters such that the implementation of one policy, regard-
less of whether or not that policy is optimal, happens more (less) often than
when a Tabloid is produced. In this sense there is a sort of asymmetry in the
policy implementation depending on which newspaper type the MT decides
to produce: one policy may be adopted more (less) often than the other when
the Broadsheet campaigning for that policy option is produced instead of the
Tabloid. All this could be exploited by either of the two groups interested
in implementing the policy they favour, if they manage to induce the MT
to produce the campaigning newspaper which supports the same policy that
bene�ts them. In order to do so, the role of so called �ideological readers�,
i.e. citizens that read the newspaper supporting the policy they like, may
become crucial. I investigate this in the following section.

To conclude this section, given the existence of both n�� and n
�
� and the

fact that n�� = n
�
�, a Proposition similar to Proposition 13 can be stated and

proved also for j = � and a.

Proposition 14 When the MT decides to publish the Broadsheet j = � there
exists some set of parameters such that the probability of implementing the
policy a regardless of the state of the world is larger (smaller) than 1

2 .
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 13.

4 The Role of Ideology

In Proposition 13 I have shown that, conditional on producing the Broad-
sheet newspaper j = �, there is a non-empty set of parameters such that the
cumulative probability of implementing the policy a is larger (smaller) than
1
2 , regardless of the state of the world. So it is clear that, for some para-
meters, producing one Broadsheet rather than the other favours the group
who is bene�tted by the policy the produced Broadsheet supports. In fact, in
this parameter space, the policy is implemented with an ex-ante probability
greater than 1

2 , larger than the probability with which that policy is adopted
when the MT produces a Tabloid.

To clarify, focus on j = � (again the results for the Broadsheet j = �
are similar). Poor citizens are interested in the implementation of the policy
a, as they bene�t from a more than they do from a, regardless of the true
state of the world. Remember that the polity is made of bN citizens of whom
Rich citizens are NR = p bN , Poor citizens are NP = p bN while the remaining

NM = N = (1 � p � p) bN are citizens belonging to the Middle Class. So
far in the article I have assumed that no citizen belonging to NR or NP buys
any newspaper, while the number of individuals belonging to the Middle Class
buying a newspaper depends on the realisation of signals. Now I assume that,
together with the citizens belonging to the Middle Class, there is a fraction
of the other two groups k 2 [0; 1] with k 2 [R;P ] who buy the newspaper
supporting the policy preferred by that group, regardless of the signal on the
state of the world. I call this the �partisan readers�, i.e. citizens who read the
Broadsheet if and only if it supports the policy they bene�t from, provided
that the utility they derive from reading is larger than the price they pay
for buying the newspaper. Therefore a fraction P of Poor citizens buy the
newspaper j = � if that is available, while a fraction R of Rich citizens buy
the newspaper j = � if it is produced. The complementary fraction 1 � k,
k 2 [R;P ] reads a Tabloid instead, again provided that the utility they derive
from reading is larger than the price they pay for buying the newspaper.11

So if a Rich individual is a partisan reader, his utility is equal to ui(j; a) =
r + ui(aj�) + ui(jj�) with ui(j) = e when j = �, for any � 2 f�; �; �g the
Rich observe privately and ui(aj�) > 0 = ui(aj�), for any � 2 �. Instead if
a Rich individual is not a partisan reader his utility is equal to Ui(r; a; j) =
r + ui(aj�) + ui(jj�), with ui(j) = e when j = �, for any � 2 f�; �; �g and
ui(aj�) > 0 = ui(aj�). Similarly if a Poor individual is a partisan reader, his
utility is equal to Ui(m;a; j) = m + ui(aj�) + ui(jj�) with ui(j) = e when
j = �, for any � 2 f�; �; �g the Poor observe privately and ui(aj�) > 0 =
ui(aj�), for any � 2 �. On the other hand if a Poor individual is not a
partisan reader his utility is equal to Ui(m;a; j) = m+ui(aj�)+ui(jj�), with
11An alternative assumption would be that the complementary fraction 1 � k does not

read any newspaper. In this case the results would be qualitatively similar to the ones in
Lemma (15).
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ui(j) = e when j = �, for any � and ui(aj�) > 0 = ui(aj�), for any � 2 �.
Likewise, if a Rich individual is not a partisan reader his utility is equal to
Ui(r; a; j) = ri + ui(aj�) + ui(jj�), with ui(j) = e when j = �, for any � and
ui(aj�) > 0 = ui(aj�), for any � 2 �.

In order to simplify the signaling game and to focus on the MT�s pro-
ductive decision when the newspaper readership is made of both partisan
and Middle Class non-partisan readers, I assume that the Incumbent politi-
cian is able to distinguish between the two groups of readers. Technically,
in order for this to be true, it is su¢ cient that the fraction of partisan read-
ers k; k 2 [R;P ] is common knowledge. This means that if the Incumbent
observes that the number of copies of Broadsheet bought is larger than k,
he knows that the additional readers come from the middle class readership.
Given the reading behavious of Middle Class citizens, this is again informative
of the underlying state of the world, as it was shown in the previous Section.

Thanks to the presence of the partisan readers, the Proposition 9 is mod-
i�ed accordingly:

Proposition 15 The MT produces a Broadsheet supporting the policy favourable
to the Poor (Rich) instead of a Tabloid, i¤ the total probability of obtaining sig-

nals informative on the state of the world is greater than 2
3 [1+

(1�R)p+(1�2P )p
1�p�p ]

(23 [1 +
(1�P )p+(1�2R)p

1�p�p ]). Moreover, conditional on producing a Broadsheet,

the MT produces the Broadsheet having the larger number of partisan readers.

Proof. To prove the Proposition above, �rst I rewrite the expression for
the expected pro�t of the j = � Broadsheet. This is equal to �Ej=� =
Eyj=� [pj=�(yj=�) � yj=� � C(yj=�)]. Remember that yj=� is the number of
copies of the j = � newspaper produced and bought. Now this number yj=�
is made up by a random variable, i.e. the number of copies bought by the
Middle Class citizens (yMC

j=�) depending on the signals observed by the Middle

Class citizens, and by a �xed quantity, the fraction P p bN , i.e. the number
of Poor partisan readers. Extending the reasoning of the proof in Lemma
(8) it is possible to see that the inverse demand function for the newspaper
j = � is constant for any level of newspaper production yj=�. This follows
from the fact that each of the Poor partisan readers has the same willing-
ness to pay for the newspaper, which is, in turn, equal to Middle Class citi-
zens willingness to pay for the newspaper. Therefore one can conclude that:
P (Q) = pj=�(yj=�) = e.

Now I can rewrite �Ej=� as Eyj=� [pj=�(y
MC
j=�)�yMC

j=��C(yMC
j=�)]+e�P p bN�

c � P p bN . By expanding the expected pro�t expression following the proof in
Lemma (8) and remembering that N = (1� p� p) bN , it follows that:

�Ej=� =
1

2
(e� c)(q + q0)(1� p� p) bN � F + (e� c) � P p bN =

= (e� c) bN [1
2
(q + q0)(1� p� p) + P p]� F
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Following the same reasoning as above, it is straightforward to see that
the expression for the j = � Broadsheet�s expected pro�t is:

�Ej=� = (e� c) bN [12(q + q0)(1� p� p) + Rp]� F
I can also compute the expression for the Tabloid�s expected pro�t. Given

the assumption that non-partisan readers read the Tabloid instead of a Broad-
sheet and they have a willingness to pay equal to e, this becomes:

�Ej=� = (e� c) bN [(1� q � q0)(1� p� p) + (1� R)p+ (1� P )p]� F
Now it is possible to prove the Proposition above. For the necessary

part, �rst assume that for the MT producing the Broadsheet j = � is more
pro�table than producing the Tabloid and then derive the condition(s) implied
by this. To do so, compare the expected pro�t of a j = � Broadsheet with the
expected pro�t of a Tabloid. Producing the j = � Broadsheet rather than a
Tabloid is optimal only if the following holds: �Ej=� � �Ej=�

(e�c) bN [1
2
(q+q0)(1�p�p)+P p]�F � (e�c) bN [(1�q�q0)(1�p�p)+(1�R)p+(1�P )p]�F

(e�c) bN [1
2
(q+q0)(1�p�p)+P p] � (e�c) bN [(1�q�q0)(1�p�p)+(1�R)p+(1�P )p]

[
1

2
(q+ q0)(1� p� p) + P p] � [(1� q� q0)(1� p� p) + (1� R)p+ (1� P )p]

1

2
(q+ q0)(1� p� p) � [(1� q� q0)(1� p� p) + (1� R)p+ (1� P )p]� P p]
1

2
(q + q0)(1� p� p) � [(1� q � q0)(1� p� p) + (1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p]

1

2
(q + q0) � (1� q � q0) +

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p
1� p� p

1

2
(q + q0) + (q + q0) � [1 +

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p
1� p� p ]

3

2
(q + q0) � [1 +

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p
1� p� p ]

q + q0 � 2

3
[1 +

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p
1� p� p ]

Similarly it is straightforward to derive the condition implied by the fact
that producing a j = � Broadsheet is better than producing a Tabloid for the
MT. Following the above derivation, the condition is equal to:

�Ej=� � �Ej=� () q + q0 � 2

3
[1 +

(1� P )p+ (1� 2R)p
1� p� p ]
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Now to prove the su¢ ciency part, assume that q+q0 � 2
3 [1+

(1�R)p+(1�2P )p
1�p�p ].

It is easy to see that from this it follows that 32(q+q
0) � [1+ (1�R)p+(1�2P )p

1�p�p ]

and that 12(q+ q
0) � (1� q� q0)+ (1�R)p+(1�2P )p

1�p�p . From here, by employing

some relatively straightforward algebraic manipulations it is easy to conclude
that: [12(q+q

0)(1�p�p)+P p] � [(1�q�q0)(1�p�p)+(1�R)p+(1�P )p]
and therefore that (e� c) bN [12(q + q0)(1� p� p) + P p]� F � (e� c) bN [(1�
q � q0)(1� p� p) + (1� R)p+ (1� P )p]� F that is �Ej=� � �Ej=�.

Having derived the conditions such that the MT prefers to produce a
Broadsheet rather than a Tabloid, I now investigate when the MT �nds it
optimal to produce a j = � Broadsheet rather than a j = � Broadsheet. This
is true i¤ the following holds:

�Ej=� ��Ej=�

(e� c) bN [1
2
(q + q0)(1� p� p) + P p]� F � (e� c) bN [12(q + q0)(1� p� p) + Rp]� F

(e� c) bN [1
2
(q + q0)(1� p� p) + P p]� (e� c) bN [12(q + q0)(1� p� p) + Rp]

[
1

2
(q + q0)(1� p� p) + P p]� [

1

2
(q + q0)(1� p� p) + Rp]

P p� Rp

So producing a Broadsheet j = � is better than producing a j = � Broad-
sheet for the MT if and only if the number of Poor �partisan readers�is larger
than the number of Rich �partisan readers�. Notice that what counts is both
the proportion of �partisan readers� for each group k and the fraction of
population that makes up each group (p and p).

The previous Proposition shows that partisan readers have an important
role to play when it comes to campaigning newspaper, i.e. Broadsheet news-
papers. In fact, since there is a fraction of citizens/readers who read the
campaigning newspaper in any case, this allows the MT to have a �xed read-
ership, certain and independent from signal realisation, which, instead, con-
tinues to a¤ect the buying decision of the Middle Class citizens. In turn this
changes the MT�s relative choice of producing a Broadsheet rather than a
Tabloid. The following Corollary compares the trade-o¤ between producing
a Broadsheet or a Tabloid when no partisan reader is present versus the same
trade-o¤ when partisan readers make up a part of the citizens readership.

Corollary 16 Producing the Broadsheet j = � (j = �) is more pro�table
for the MT when there are partisan readers than when there are not i¤ the
fraction of Poor (Rich ) partisan readers is greater than 1

2 +
1
2

p

p(1 � R)
(12+

1
2
p
p(1�P ) ) and the fraction of Rich (Poor) reading a Tabloid is smaller

than the percentage of Poor (Rich) in the population.

Proof. From Proposition 9 I have found that the Broadsheet is produced
instead of a Tabloid i¤ q + q0 � 2=3. From Proposition (15) the MT prefers
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to produce a Broadsheet j = � instead of a Tabloid i¤ q + q0 � 2
3 [1 +

(1�R)p+(1�2P )p
1�p�p ]. Now, together with the Middle Class citizens, Rich and

Poor citizens read both types of newspapers also. Neverthless this does not
have a clear e¤ect on the relative convenience of producing a Broadsheet
rather than a Tabloid with respect to the case when no partisan reader is
around. To verify when having a fraction of partisan readers makes the pro-
duction of a Broadsheet easier than not having partisan readers, simply derive
the condition such that:

2

3
[1 +

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p
1� p� p ]<

2

3

1 +
(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p

1� p� p < 1

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p
1� p� p < 0

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p< 0

given that 1 � p � p > 0 always. It is relatively straightforward to derive
the conditions such that (1 � R)p + (1 � 2P )p < 0. In particular P >
1
2 +

1
2

p

p(1 � R). Therefore producing the Broadsheet j = � is easier when
partisan readers are present than when they are not i¤ the fraction of Poor
partisan readers is large enough. In particular that fraction has to be larger
than 1

2 . Notice that, since P 2 [0; 1], then
1
2+

1
2

p

p(1�R) < 1 i¤
p

p(1�R) < 1
or p(1 � R) < p that is i¤ the fraction of Rich reading a Tabloid is smaller
than the percentage of Poor in the population.

Likewise, one can easily derive the conditions such that producing a Broad-
sheet j = � is easier when there are partisan readers rather than when there
are not. In particular R >

1
2 +

1
2
p
p(1� P ). Therefore producing the Broad-

sheet j = � is easier when the fraction of Rich partisan readers is greater than
1
2 +

1
2
p
p(1 � P ) and, by de�nition of R it has to be smaller than 1: Notice

that this is possible i¤ p
p(1� P ) � 1 or p(1� P ) � p that is i¤ the fraction

of Poor citizens reading the Tabloid is smaller than the fraction of Poor in
the polity.

So far I have analysed the role of partisan readers who, regardless of
other circumstances, commit to buy, if available, the Broadsheet supporting
their preferred policy. Neverthless in Proposition 13 I have shown that if a
Broadsheet supporting one policy is produced by the MT, there is a space of
parameters where that policy is implemented with an ex-ante probability of
more than one half, regardless of the true state of the world. Therefore, one
could envisage a situation where partisan readers may take advantage strate-
gically of this. For instance, if Poor partisan readers manage to coordinate
their buying decisions in the space of parameters where producing the news-
paper j = � brings about a probability of implementing the policy a greater
than 1=2, then it will be optimal for them to do so. In turn this will increase
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the probability of optimal policy implementation, since, for this purpose, pro-
ducing any Broadsheet is better than producing a Tabloid. On the other hand
Rich partisan readers, anticipating this, will refrain from committing to buy
the newspaper j = � in that space of parameters.

Therefore one can conclude that when partisan readers are strategic and
manage to coordinate among themselves, their ideological reading behaviour
is such that it allows to increase both i) the probability of their preferred
policy being implemented and ii) the probability of optimal policy
implementation �tout court�, given that a Broadsheet is produced rather
than a Tabloid.

Notice that the fact that the presence of partisan readers can ease the
production of a Broadsheet and that this, in turn, increases the probability
of implementing the optimal policy runs contrary to the conventional wisdom
which sees the ideological behaviour at odds with �rational�(policy) decision
making.

4.1 Comparative statics

In this last Section I carry out a �nal exercise of comparative statics on the
results of Proposition (15) i.e. in the scenario where partisan readers commit
to read the Broadsheet supporting the policy they prefer, for any value of
parameters, without any strategic consideration. I focus again on the case
of the production of a j = � Broadsheet. Remember from Proposition (15)
that in this scenario the Broadsheet production is carried out instead of the

Tabloid whenever q+ q0 � 2
3 [1+

(1�R)p+(1�2P )p
1�p�p ]. This condition is easier to

be satis�ed the smaller
(1�R)p+(1�2P )p

1�p�p is. The results of the comparative

statics exercise can be summed up in the following proposition:

Proposition 17 In a scenario where there are partisan readers committed
to buy the Broadsheet supporting their preferred policy, the MT prefers to
produce a j = � Broadsheet rather than a Tabloid whenever the fraction of
partisan readers, both Poor and Rich, is large, and whenever the fraction of
Poor and Rich citizens increases, contingent on there being a great number of
partisan readers. Also the MT prefers to produce a j = � Broadsheet rather
than a Tabloid whenever the fraction of Poor citizens increases, contingent on
there being a small fraction of Rich individuals and whenever the fraction of
Rich increases, contingent of there being an increase in the fraction of Poor
citizens, as far as there is a majority of Poor partisan readers.

Proof. To conduct an exercise of comparative statics, I take the derivative
of the factor f = 2

3 [1 +
(1�R)p+(1�2P )p

1�p�p ] with respect to the parameters
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p; p; P ; R.

f =
2

3
[1 +

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p
1� p� p ]

@

@P
f =�4

3

p

1� p� p
@

@R
f =�2

3

p

1� p� p
@

@p
f =

2

3
[
(1� 2P )
1� p� p +

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p
(1� p� p)2 ]

@

@p
f =

2

3
[
(1� R)
1� p� p +

(1� R)p+ (1� 2P )p
(1� p� p)2 ]

By looking at @f=@P and @f=@R one can see that both the partial
derivatives are always negative, for any value of p and p. Therefore the j = �
Broadsheet production is easier to be carried out whenever the fraction of
partisan readers P and/or R increases. In fact this means that, when the
fraction of non-Tabloid readers increases, whatever the Broadsheet they want
to read and see produced, it will be harder for the MT to produce a Tabloid
rather than a Broadsheet.

Regarding the parameters expressing the share of population, by taking
the derivative df

dp (where p is the fraction of polity made up of Poor citizens)

one obtains that this is equal to df
dp =

2
3 [
(1�2P )
1�p�p +

(1�R)p+(1�2P )p
(1�p�p)2 ]. This

derivative is negative (positive) and then the production of the j = � Broad-
sheet is easier (harder) to carry out when the fraction p of Poor in the polity
increases, conditional on the proportion of Poor partisan readers being larger
(smaller) than a certain threshold, i.e. P >

1
2

1�pR
1�p . For the consistency

of the condition P >
1
2

1�pR
1�p , one needs to have

1
2

1�pR
1�p < 1 which is true

i¤ 1 � pR < 2(1 � p) and �pR < 1 � 2p from which it follows easily that
R > 2 � 1=p. Again since it has to be 2 � 1=p < 1, and this is true for any
p < 1, it is easy to conclude that the condition 1

2

1�pR
1�p < 1 holds for any

R. By taking the derivative of the expression
1
2

1�pR
1�p with respect to both

the parameters R and p, one can verify that
d
dR

(12
1�pR
1�p ) = � p

2(1�p) < 0

and that d
dp(

1
2

1�pR
1�p ) =

1�R
2(1�p) > 0. Therefore, the larger is the proportion of

Poor individuals in the polity, the easier it is to produce the j = � Broad-
sheet, contingent on the fraction of Poor partisan readers being larger than a
certain threshold, whenever the fraction of Rich partisan readers is large and
the fraction of Rich in the polity is small.

Similarly, by taking the derivative of the factor f with respect to p (the

fraction of polity made up of Rich citizens), the derivative is equal to df
dp =
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2
3 [
(1�R)
1�p�p +

(1�R)p+(1�2P )p
(1�p�p)2 ]. This derivative is negative (positive) and, there-

fore, the production of the j = � Broadsheet is easier (harder) to carry out
when the fraction p of Rich in the polity increases, contingent on the propor-
tion of Rich partisan readers being larger (smaller) than a certain threshold,
i.e. R >

1�2P p
1�p . For the consistency of the condition R >

1�2P p
1�p , one

needs to have 1�2P p
1�p < 1 which is true i¤ P >

1
2 . Therefore whenever the

fraction of Rich individuals increases, the production of the j = � Broadsheet
is easier i¤ there are enough Rich partisan readers, conditional on the Poor
partisan readers being the majority of all the poor.

Finally to check when the condition R >
1�2P p
1�p is easier to be satis�ed,

one needs to take the derivative of the expression 1�2pP
1�p with respect to the

parameters P and p. In this way one obtains easily that d
dP

(1�2pP1�p ) =

� 2p
1�p < 0 and that

d
dp(

1�2pP
1�p ) = 1�2P

(1�p)2 , where
1�2P
(1�p)2 < 0 i¤ 1�2P < 0, i.e.

P >
1
2 . One can conclude that the j = � Broadsheet production is easier

to be delivered the larger is the proportion of Rich individuals in the polity,
contingent on the fraction of Rich partisan readers being larger than a certain
threshold, which is easier to happen whenever the fraction of Poor partisan
readers increases and/or the fraction of Poor in the polity increases, provided
there is a majority of Poor partisan readers.

So the production of a Broadsheet supporting a speci�c policy favourable
to a group of citizens is more pro�table whenever the number of partisan
readers (R or P ) is large. Furthermore when the number of Poor citizens
becomes larger the production of the j = � Broadsheet is easier, conditional
on the fraction of Poor partisan readers P being larger than a certain thresh-
old. This can be explained quite intuitively. In fact if the number of Poor
people grows but they are not committed to supporting their interests by
reading the newspaper favouring their policy, then both their non-ideological
reading behaviour and the shrinking of an illuminated middle class make the
production of an informative newspaper harder. Neverthless the minimum
fraction of Poor partisan people such that the MT prefers to produce a j = �
newspaper instead of a j = ? decreases the more Rich partisan readers and
the less Rich individuals there are. A similar phenomenon happens when the
fraction of Rich citizens grows. In this case the production of the j = � be-
comes easier i¤ the number of partisan Rich citizen is larger than a certain
threshold. In fact, in this case, this means that there are many Rich citizens
who are not willing to read a Tabloid, making the production of a Tabloid
harder. Quite surprisingly this is true also for a Broadsheet which defends
the interests di¤erent from the one of the Rich citizens. Finally the frac-
tion of Rich partisan citizens necessary to induce a MT to produce a j = �
newspaper rather than a j = ? decreases when the fraction of Poor partisan
readers increases and the fraction of Poor individuals increases, as long as
Poor partisan readers form the majority of all the Poor readers.
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Therefore it is interesting to observe that a more partisan society, one
where both Rich and Poor partisan readers make up a large proportion of all
citizens, provided that this makes it easier the production of a Broadsheet,
may be conducive to better policy making. Of course the role of the partisan
readers is just servant to that of middle class readers: in fact it makes easier for
the MT, given that the conditions in Corollary 16 are satis�ed, to produce an
informative newspaper that the middle class could then consume, so allowing
the incumbent to implement high quality policies. The same mechanism is at
work with a more polarized society, a society where the middle class shrinks
but the Poor grow in number and the Rich are fewer and fewer or both Rich
and Poor increase their numbers. Even in this case a smaller but opinionated
middle class still keeps its role as long as the partisan members of the Poor (in
my example) are the majority. In this model partisanship and informed-open
minded citizens are not subsitute with each other but rather complementary:
the existence of the former makes the rolw of the latter easier to be e¤ective.

4.2 Conclusion

In this article I have described how citizens can take part in the public debate
and communicate their views and preferences thanks to the mass media and,
in particular, thanks to the newspapers they buy and read. The novelty of this
approach is that it models how citizens can express themselves not directly,
through their own actions, like in other models of �voice�à la Hirschman, but
through the use of an �instrument�, the newspaper, that has been produced
and marketed by a for-pro�t �rm. Given the fact that this instrument can be
bought but not directly produced by the citizens, I have highlighted how there
exists a tension between the bene�t of using a newspaper to express citizens�
views and the possibility that this newspaper can actually be produced. I
have divided the possible newsapers that can be produced into Tabloid and
Broadsheet, where the former is an uninformative newspaper, while the latter
is informative on the state of the world. I have highlighted how the presence
of a Broadsheet always improves the quality of policy decision making on part
of the incumbent. However, this is possible when a Broadsheet is produced,
which happens only when the environment is informative enough. If not, the
MT produces a Tabloid which does not give any additional information on
the state of the world or the optimal policy to be implemented and it does
not allow the citizens to express themeselves.

Quite interestingly the production of the Broadsheet depends on the total
probability of a signal arriving being large, therefore it depends on the sum
of the probabilities of correct signal and of wrong one.

In this article I have assumed that there is one group of citizens which is
interested in having the optimal policy adopted, i.e. the Middle Class. I �rst
assumed the Middle Class citizens are the only one who read newspapers.
Subsequently I analysed how the results change when citizens from the other
classes read newspaper as well. In that case, given that they are interested in
one policy or the other, regardless of the state of the world, I have assumed
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they read the newspaper supporting their views or the tabloid. I have stressed
how the �partisan reader�can ease the production of the Broadsheet, instead
of hardening it, contrary to conventional wisdom. In this case the existence of
partisanship and of ideological readers make the implementation of optimal
policy easier, not harder. A similar result has been found in the context of
a more polarized society, a society where the Middle Class shrinks and Poor
and Rich individuals grow in number. Even in this case, as long as there is
a large fraction of partisan readers, a smaller Middle Class can still have the
role in the public opinion to transmit useful information to the Incumbent,
necessary to implement optimal policy.

Finally, I have found that there exists a non-empty set of parameters such
that if a Broadsheet newspaper is produced, the policy that newspaper sup-
ports is implemented more often than the alternative policy, for any state of
the world. In such a space of parameters the existence of partisan readers who
coordinate between themselves and read the informative newspaper support-
ing the policy the prefer have two roles: i) it allows the preferred policy to be
implemented with probability larger than one half; ii) it makes it easier for
a Broadsheet newspaper to be produced and therefore it increases the prob-
ability of optimal policy implementation. However, the probability of errors
in the policy implementation increases with respect to the case when just the
Middle Class citizens read.

5 Appendix

In this Appendix I want to show how the results in Proposition 6 change
when one considers citizens that are willing to buy newspaper not for their
preferences towards reading it, but because they want to make themselves
heard. Therefore, in this case, citizens buy newspaper because they want
to act strategically and in�uence the policy implemented by the Incumbent.
This means that the only reason the Middle Class citizen possesses to buy
the newspaper is to induce the Incumbent politician to implement the policy
that he prefers.

In Section 2, the M class�s utility function was assumed to be equal to
Ui(l; a; j) = li + ui(aj�) + ui(jj�) for each j 2 f�; �; �g and for each i 2 M .
Since I now assume that the Middle Class citizen does not derive any utility
from reading the newspaper, the utility function rewrites as:

U i(l; a) = li + ui(aj�)

The function U i(l; a) is separable in the following arguments: the income
li and the utility the citizen derives from the implementation of the optimal
policy, given the state of the world, i.e. ui(aj�). I make the assumption that
each citizen belonging to the Middle Class has the same income li = l for each
i 2M and this is enough to buy a single copy of the newspaper, if the citizen
wishes to do so. I also assume that each citizen i 2M derives the same positive
utility ui(aj�) from the implementation of the optimal policy, contingent on
the state of the world. As before this means that ui(aj�) = ui(aj�) > 0,
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for each i 2 M , while ui(aj�) = ui(aj�) = 0, for each i 2 M . Finally
remember that, in order to decide whether to buy the newspaper or not, the
Middle Class citizen compares the newspaper price and the expected utility
he receives when the Incumbent politician adopts the policy the citizen thinks
is optimal, given the signal he observes privately and the equilibrium signals
he foresees will be observed publicly. To simplify the discussion, I assume
that the only available newspaper is the Broadsheet j = �; nevertheless the
discussion works also if the Broadsheet j = � is the only produced outlet.
The timing of the game when the citizens decide to buy the newspaper only
for strategic reason is the same as the previously analysed game. Finally,
since I am aware that in games of these kinds there are many equilibria, I
limit my analysis to look for symmetric Nash equilibrium in pure strategies
where players do not play weakly dominated strategies (see also (Prat and
Stromberg 2005)).

The following Lemma substitutes the Lemma (4):

Lemma 18 There exists an (separating) equilibrium where Middle Class cit-
izens in t = 3 buy the Broadsheet produced if and only if they have received
the signal printed on the newspaper and the price of the newspaper is less
than the expected utility the Middle Class citizens derive from the Incumbent
implementing the policy they believe it is more likely to be optimal.

Proof. Assume that in equilibrium a numebr of signals n�� (to be deter-
mined later) is the minimum number of signals su¢ cient for the Incumbent
to believe that Pr(�jn��) > Pr(�) = 1=2. Furthermore remember that, given
that there is one single newspaper, if in equilibrium n� signals are observed,
the Incumbent and the remaining players have to form expectations on the
remaining N � n� signals received by the citizens who have not bought any
newspaper.

I �rst show that, given a number n�� � 1 of bought newspaper foreseen
in equilibrium, corresponding to n�� � 1 citizens who have received a � signal
(bi�) and bought the j = � newspaper, citizens who have received a � signal
(bi�) buy the j = � newspaper, while citizens (bi�2f�;�g) never do.12

There are several possible cases that one needs to analyse. In particular I
distinguish between cases wherebi�2f�;�;�g is pivotal and cases wherebi�2f�;�;�g
is not pivotal. I �rst begin with analysing the situations when bi�2f�;�;�g is
pivotal:

i) The number n���1 is such that Pr(�jn
�
��1) < Pr(�) and the cit-

izen bi has privately observed the signal �.
The citizen is willing to buy the newspaper j = � as long as the charged

price pj=� is less than, or equal to, the expected utility he receives when the
policy a is implemented and this is optimal, contingent on the state of the
world.
12Abusing notation, with bi� I will indicate also the signal � received by the individual i.

Of course bi� and bi� have similar meanings.
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In fact, provided that Pr(�jn�� � 1) < Pr(�) and Pr(�jn��) > Pr(�), thenbi� is willing to buy the newspaper j = � also to support the policy a he
believes most likely to be optimal contingent on the state of the world, given
his private and public information he foresees will be revealed in equilibrium.

ii) The number n���1 is such that Pr(�jn���1) < Pr(�) and the
citizen bi has privately observed the signal �.

In this case, bi� will not buy the newspaper based on strategic considera-
tion. In fact suppose that, given Pr(�jn�� � 1) < Pr(�), it follows that the
policy a gets implemented by the Incumbent i¤ Pr(�jn�� � 1 + 1) > Pr(�).
This will be optimal for citizen bi� and will induce him to buy a copy of the
newspaper j = � i¤ he believes that Pr(�jn�� � 1;bi�) > 1=2: However this is
not so, based on his private and equilibrium public information. In fact given
that bi�foresees that there will be other n�� � 1 copies of j = � in equilibrium,
given his own private signal �, it follows that: Pr(�jn�� � 1;bi�;N � n��) =

=
Pr(n�� � 1;bi�;N � n��)j�)Pr(�)

Pr(n�� � 1;bi�;N � n��j�)Pr(�) + Pr(n�� � 1;bi�;N � n��j�)Pr(�)
=

=

N !
(n���1)!1!(N�n��)!

q(n
�
��1)q0(1� q)N�n�� 12

N !
(n���1)!1!(N�n��)!

q(n
�
��1)q0(1� q)N�n�� 12 +

N !
(n���1)!1!(N�n��)!

(q0)(n
�
��1)q(1� q0)N�n�� 12

where Pr(�jn�� � 1;bi�;N � n��) is the probability of the state of the world �
given that bi� observes in equilibrium n�� � 1 signals of type � , his own signalbi� and then, regarding the remaining N � n�� signals, bi� knows that they are
signals di¤erent from type �, therefore having a 1� q total probability when
the state of the world is � (likewise, each of the other N �n�� signals will have
a 1� q0 probability when the state of the world is �).

If one assumes that Pr(�jn�� � 1;bi�;N � n��) <
1
2 , multiplying both

sides of the inequality by the denominator of the fraction and simplifying
further, the expression reduces to: N !

(n���1)!1!(N�n��)!
q(n

�
��1)q0(1 � q)N�n�� <

N !
(n���1)!1!(N�n��)!

(q0)(n
�
��1)q(1� q0)N�n�� from which it follows that:

q(n
�
��1)q0(1� q)N�n�� < (q0)(n���1)q(1� q0)N�n�� (11)

From the starting hypothesis that Pr(�jn���1;N�(n���1)) < 1
2 , through

similar algebraic manipulations to the ones above, it follows that Pr(�jn�� �
1;N � (n�� � 1)) reduces to the following expression:

q(n
�
��1)(1� q)N�n��+1 < (q0)(n���1)(1� q0)N�n��+1 (12)

Now multiply the LHS of 12 by q0

1�q and the RHS by
q

1�q0 to obtain 11. To

show that 11 is less than 1
2 , given that q

(n���1)(1� q)N�n��+1 < (q0)(n���1)(1�
q0)N�n

�
�+1 is sure, it su¢ ces to show that q0

1�q <
q

1�q0 . By cross multiplying

the terms one obtains that q0(1 � q0) < q(1 � q), or q0 � (q0)2 < q � q2. By
rewriting the previous expression as q2� (q0)2 < q� q0 and factoring the term
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q2� (q0)2, the expression rewrites as (q�q0)(q+q0) < q�q0. Simplifying both
sides of the inequality by q � q0 > 0, it follows that q + q0 < 1 ;which is true,
for each 1 > q > q0 > 0.

iii) The number n���1 is such that Pr(�jn���1) < Pr(�) and the
citizen bi has privately observed the signal �.

Like in the previous arguments ii) and iii), bi� knows that Pr(�jn�� �
1;N � (n�� � 1)) < Pr(�) = 1

2 and that Pr(�jn
�
�;N � n��) > Pr(�). So it

is necessary to check whether the bi� is going to change his strategy of not
buying the j = � newspaper, once he foresees that in equilibrium there will
be n�� � 1 signals of type �. bi� knows that, upon observing n�� � 1 signals of
type � and N � (n�� � 1) citizens who have received the other two signals,
the Incumbent rationally assigns Pr(�jn�� � 1; N � (n�� � 1)) < 1

2 .
bi� will

change his behaviour if and only if, based on his private knowledge and the
one revealed in equilibium, he believes that the state of the world � is more
likely that the the state of the world �. In fact, since his utility depends
on the Incumbent implementing the optimal policy contingent on the state
of the world, bi� will prefer the a policy to be implemented if he believes �
being more likely than �. However this cannot be so because, by assumption,
Pr(�jn�� � 1; N � (n�� � 1)) < 1

2 for any combination of n
�
� � 1 signals � and

N � (n�� � 1) signals (�; �). This means that Pr(�jn�� � 1; N � (n�� � 1)) < 1
2

also for the particular combination of n�� � 1 signals �, bi� and N �n�� signals
di¤erent from �. Since this is true by assumption then it must be true for the
player bi�, also. Therefore he does not believe that � is more likely than � and
will not deviate from not buying the newspaper j = �. Now let us analyse
the case when the bi� is not pivotal.

iv) The number n� is such that n� < n�� � 1 (or n� > n
�
�) and the

citizen bi has privately observed the signal � :
Assume that the number n� is greater (strictly smaller) than n�� (n

�
� � 1).

It is easy to see that bi� will not buy the newspaper j = �. In fact the
citizen knows that the policy a (a) will be implemented in equilibrium whether
he buys the newspaper or not. Furthermore given his private information
and the information revealed in equilibrium by the other citizens buying the
newspaper,bi� knows that adopting the policy the policy a (a) is optimal given
the equilibrium information. Therefore he is indi¤erent between buying the
newspaper or not for strategic reasons. However he is strictly worse o¤buying
the newspaper as long as p� > 0. In fact, if he does not buy the newspaper
the incumbent will implement the optimal policy anyway, but the bi� will save
the cost of buying the newspaper copy. Instead, if he buys the newspaper
j = �, the incumbent will implement the same optimal policy, but the citizen
has to bear the positive cost p� > 0. Therefore bi� is better o¤ not buying
the newspaper.

v) The number n� is such that n� < n�� � 1 (or n� > n
�
�) and the

citizen bi has privately observed the signal � or �:
Again let the number n� be greater (strictly smaller) than n�� (n

�
� � 1). It

is easy to see that bi�2f�;�g will never buy the newspaper j = �. In fact the
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citizen knows already that the policy a (a) will be implemented in equilibrium
and that this is optimal given the equilibrium information and beliefs, no
matter what his private information is. Therefore he is indi¤erent between
buying the newspaper or not for strategic reason. However he is strictly better
o¤ not buying the newspaper as long as p� > 0.

After deriving the citizen�s equilibrium strategies, given other citizens�
equilibrium strategies and equilibrium beliefs, now it is necessary to do the
opposite. Since all bi� buy the newspaper j = � if it is on o¤er, while allbi�2f�;�g do not, then, upon observing a number n� of copies bought, the
Incumbent can form the equilibrium beliefs on the probability of state of the
world �, knowing that the remaining N�n� citizens who have not bought the
newspaper j = � have observed any � 2 f�; �g. Since Pr(�j�) = q , therefore
Pr(� 2 f�; �g j�) = 1 � Pr(�j�) = 1 � q. Of course from Pr(�j�) = q0 it
follows that Pr(� 2 f�; �g j�) = 1� q0. Then it follows simply that:

Pr(�jn�; N � n�) =
Pr(n�;N � n�)j�)Pr(�)

Pr(n�;N � n�)j�)Pr(�)Pr(�) + Pr(n�;N � n�j�)Pr(�)
=

=

N !
(n�)!(N�n�)!q

(n�)(1� q)N�n� 12
N !

(n�)!(N�n�)!q
(n�)(1� q)N�n� 12 +

N !
(n��)!(N�n��)!

(q0)(n�)(1� q0)N�n� 12
=

=

N !
(n�)!(N�n�)!q

(n�)(1� q)N�n�
N !

(n�)!(N�n�)!q
(n�)(1� q)N�n� + N !

(n�)!(N�n�)!(q
0)(n�)(1� q0)N�n�

=

q(n�)(1� q)N�n�
q(n�)(1� q)N�n� + (q0)(n�)(1� q0)N�n�

:

Notice that from the condition Pr(�jn�; N � n�) � 1
2 it is easy to derive

the same threshold point as the one already seen in Corollary 7, that is n� �

n�� =
int[logq=q0

�
1�q0
1�q

�
]

1+int[logq=q0
�
1�q0
1�q

�
]
N .

Finally, in order to sustain the equilibrium, the following out�of-equilibrium
beliefs can be devised. Let n� be the number of equilibrium signals, with n� �
n��; if one observes a number of out-of-equilibrium signals en�, I impose that
Pr(�jen�) > 1=2, for en� 2 [n��; N ], while Pr(�jen�) < 1=2, for en� 2 [0; n��).
On the other hand, if one observes a number of out-of-equilibrium signals en�,
with n� < n��, Pr(�jen�) < 1=2, for en� 2 [0; n��), while Pr(�jen�) > 1=2, foren� 2 [n��; N ]. This means that the Incumbent�s out-of-equilibrium beliefs are
the same as his equilibrium beliefs: in fact the Incumbent politician updates
his beliefs in the same way upon observing any en� or n�, be it equilibrium or
o¤-equilibrium signals. However the middle class citizen does not change his
newspaper buying decision, given that his utility from reading the newspaper
is in�uenced only by the implemented policy. Therefore each citizen does not
have any incentive in deviating from the equilibrium13.

13For a similar o¤-equilibrium-beliefs see Lohmann (1993) (Lohmann 1993).
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The proof for the newspaper j = � is similar to the one just seen for j = �,
so I omit it.

So I have shown the existence of a separating equilibrium when a Broad-
sheet is produced, where all the citizens who have received a signal equal to
the one printed on the only produced newspaper buy a copy of the newspaper,
while the others do not. With respect to the production of the Tabloid, the
following holds:

Lemma 19 There exists a pooling equilibrium where Middle Class citizens
in t = 3 never buy the produced Tabloid for any signal they have received, if
the Tabloid price is strictly positive.

Proof. Regarding the j = � newspaper, assume that the equilibrium strategy
is such that each bi� buys the newspaper j = �, while each bi�2f�;�g does
not buy it. Assuming that there are n� such citizens buying the newspaper
j = �, it is straightforward to compute the following equilibrium beliefs:

Pr(�jn�; N � n�) =
Pr(n�;N�n�j�)Pr(�)

Pr(n�;N�n�j�)Pr(�)+Pr(n�;N�n�j�)Pr(�)
=

=
N !

n�!(N�n�)!
(1�q�q0)n� (1�(1�q�q0))N�n� 1

2

N !
n�!(N�n�)!

(1�q�q0)n� (1�(1�q�q0))N�n� 1
2
+ N !
n�!(N�n�)!

(1�q�q0)n� (1�(1�q�q0))N�n� 1
2

=

=
N !

n�!(N�n�)!
(1�q�q0)n� (q+q0)N�n� 1

2

N !
n�!(N�n�)!

(1�q�q0)n� (q+q0)N�n� 1
2
+ N !
n�!(N�n�)!

(1�q�q0)n� (q+q0)N�n� 1
2

= 1
2 .

This means that if a j = � newspaper gets produced, then for any number
of copies bought by bi� citizens, this is never informative about the state
of the world, since the posterior on the state of the world � is equal to the
prior. Knowing this, I can show that citizensbi� deviate from their equilibrium
strategy regarding buying newspaper j = �. As I have just shown, the buying
decision is not going to a¤ect the implemented policy, since in equilibrium
Pr(�jn�; N � n�) = 1=2 for each n� 2 [0; N ]; therefore any bi�2f�;�g will not
have any strategic motive of inducing the Incumbent to implement either
of the two policy for sure, since buying the Tabloid does not change the
Incumbent�s decision regarding the adopted policy but entails a positive cost,
as long as p� > 0. Furthermore, bi�=� does not buy the Tabloid, since he
knows that the Incumbent will mix between the two policies with any positive
probability, whether he buys the newspaper or does not. Therefore no citizen
buys the Tabloid which, in turn, does not get produced and the Incumbent
mixes between the two policies with any positive probability.

Finally, in order to sustain the equilibrium, I impose the following rule:
upon an out�of-equilibrium number of signals en� 6= n�, the Incumbent up-
dates his beliefs as if en� was an equilibrium number of signals. Therefore
Pr(�jen�; N � en�) = 1

2 and the Incumbent mixes between the two policies.
Since citizens anticipate this and know they will not change the implemented
policy, but will have to bear a positive cost p� > 0 in order to buy the tabloid,
they never change their equilibrium strategy of not buying the Tabloid.

By comparing the citizens� reading behaviour in the two scenarios, the
one where citizens read only because they want to induce the Incumbent
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to implement their preferred policy, and the other where citizens read the
newspaper because they derive some positive utility from consuming news,
it is easy to see that there are some fundamental di¤erences. In fact while
both approaches justify the production of a Broadsheet, i.e. a campaigning
newspaper that induces the Incumbent to adopt one policy or the other, only
the approach where citizens read the newspaper for pleasure is able to justify
the production of a Tabloid. Therefore one can conjecture that the right way
to model the reading behaviour of (Middle Class) citizens is by having a model
encompassing both the behaviours seen separately in this article. In this more
comprehensive model citizens would read the newspapers both for pleasure
and to induce a policy shift in the Incumbent�s policy adoption decision.
Furthermore if one believes that reading any newspaper, be it Tabloid or
Broadsheet, gives the same pleasure to the citizen, then the Broadsheet will
give more utility to the reader, given the additional expected utility deriving
from the probability of being pivotal and of having implemented the policy he
thinks to be more likely to be optimal. Other things being equal this might
be one explanation of why there is a price premium to the newspaper of high
quality (Broadsheet) with respect to the newspaper of low quality (Tabloid).
I leave the exploration of this topic for future research.
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